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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEWFORTY.SIXTH YEAH

SANTA FE. N. M.. THURSDAY

CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS
GIVEN RECEPTION AT RATON.
Three

Hundred of His Friends Qreet
Him While Train Makes
Brief Stop,
days the Union Range of Tuesday
evening:

BE
Territory Should Have Held
Constitutional Convention
This Year
SETH

BULLOCK

of Hi
Compliment
Roosevelt.

Recognition

and

REAPPOINTED

"Governor-elec-

t

II

HI

DECEMBER 30, J909

IN

Services
to '
territory.
"The Raton band gave a short con
cert, while the many friends of the

WILL ACT LABOR SCARCE AT SILVER CITY HiGH

Controv e r s y Cold Weather Forces AbandonNot to Interfere With His
ment of Gallinas Canon
Course,
Highway.

CUSS

MEXICO,

HEIGH

Fifteen Acres for
a Home near Lot Lunat,
Valencia County.

Will Send in Message Before Forty of Them Wiil Be Sent Santa Fe Has Provided Readed through
to Grant County in a
route from Washington
and other
Congressional
ing Rooms at All Division
eastern cities, to bis home at Las
Few Days
Points
Vegas.
CONGRESS

CHINA
TO NEW

Englishman

il II

"While no attempt was made for
reception to the territory's EXPECTS
newly appointed governor, more than
three hundred of Chief Justice Mllla'
Raton friends gathered at the million Pinchot-Ballingto greet him upon his entry Into the

FROM

NEED NOT LOAF

Win, J.. Mills passHilton thlf(..p,ioriilng
en

a formal

NO 42

CAME

FOR

THEATHiGALTALENT

Men Given Opportunity to Instruct Themselves in Music
and Art

-

HO!

FOB

Buy

Albuquerque, N. M Dec. 29. T.
Cholerton, an Englishman whose
home Is In Sheffield, England, and
who for the past ten years has been
connectod with the British depart
ment of public health In Shanghai,
China, arrived In Albuquerque yesterday and will left this morning for Los
Lunaa where he will inspect for the
first time, fifteen acres of Rio Grande
valley land which he purchased several months ago from the Southwestern Irrigation, Land and Power Company, with offices here. Mr. Cholerton has determined to make the land
his home and will soon return here
from China to take up his residence.
He first became interested In the valof the
ley through advertisements
L03 I.unas company in eastern magazines and opened a correspondence
with Claude Hutto, local manager of
the company, which resulted In the
sale.
"I have never yet seen the land,
said Mr. Cholerton yesterday, "as this
la my first trip to the United States
But I am much impressed with con
dltionH here and all through this sec
tlon of the states and Intend to make
my home here after a short time."
R.'

IjAIEfi
His Holdings in the United
States Are Worth
'
ENJOY

MWm

INCREASE

New Mexico and Surrounding
Commonwealths Make Best
Showing.

new governor were greeting him, and
Rev. A. M. Mandalarl of Albuquer
Washington, Dec. 29. Unless PresLos Angeles, Dec. 28. With
27. Statehood
Dec.
the
Washington,
Chicago, III, Dec. 29. The United
extending congratulations.
ident Taft abandons his firmly Dxed que, was a caller on Governor Curry completion of five new buildings, ev
States hag thirty billion dollars inlegislation at the present session of
Mills
himself
as
expressed
'Judge
Intention, be will not wait for the this forenoon and arranged to hold ery division headquarters of the Sanvested In farm lands, their buildings,
Jongrena will not go beyond giving being gratified at his reception here. conclusion or even for the beginning a three days' retreat at the territorial ta Fe railroad between Chicago
and
machinery and live stock, according
of the Congressional Inquiry Into penitentiary
for ' Catholic convicts. l)S Angeles Is equipped with a read
authority to the people of New Mexi- and stated that he had always born
to the census results which have Just
co and Arizona to hold constitutional a feeling of warm Interest for Raton, matters connected with the Balllnger-Plncho- t Kother Mandalarl Is deservedly out ing room for employes of the road
been made public In the Orange Judd
and lier people. He stated that he
controversy, before sending of the most beloved priests In the and an auditorium in which highclass
conventions and provide the means
Farmer. From one million in 1850.
would serve the best Interests of the to Congees his special message on wuthwest, being constantly engaged theatrical talent employed at an anlor such conventions, If the wishes of whole territory
the number of farms has Increased to
as governor,
and coiibircution of natural
resources. in good works,
nual cost of more than $j0,000 Is
nearly seven million In 1909, and the
loading members of Congress dictate urged the people of Raton and this The President expects to begin the
beard. Thirty buildings are now in
Coiivlcti for Monollon Road,
report adds: "No such Increase In agthe policy. This program Is In har- vicinity to work Incesantly tor state- preparation of this message as soon
In
men
this
the
and
cluded
snow
to
the
cold
enterprise
and
Owing
deep
ricultural land values was ever known
mony with this message of President hood and for the best Interests of as he has finished the one dealing weather, the convict gang at work on are given an opportunity not only of
before In the history of the world or
the Sunshine territory.
The new wiu the proposed amendments to the the Scenic Highway in Gallinas can- correcting educational faults, but beTart.
of any country." The western section,
Interstate commerce and anti-truIn the last session of the Blxtleth governor was greeted with three rouson, will be brought home from Las ing instructed In music and art. Four
which includes New Mexico, Colorado,
acts. Furthermore, Mr. Taft is confi- Vegas, and after the mm whose term concert companies and lecturers of
Congress the House passed a bill to ing cheers as his train departed.
Wyoming and other states, has within
legisla- Is about to expire have been replaced world wide fame have been engaged
Governor Mills' appointment will dent that the conservation
admit New Mexico and Arizona as
the last ten years shown an Increase
enactIn these auditoriums.
As
" to appear
by long term men, and the squad
separate stntes. It was predicted thai take t'ffeet March 1, and It Is prob tion which he proposes will be
of a hundred per cent in the number
ise-- i
to forty men, will be seut to a consequence the Santa Fe will now ASKS $100,OCO DAMAGES
.(he mriuurc would go through the able, that his Inauguration will be ed Into law before the - end of lite
!
il
)
Sliver strictly enforce its rule not to permit
Senate In short order. Such was not one of the most pleasing events of present sesyion
'Mty to work Mi the
FOR CHARACTER DEFAMATION. of farms. At the same time the value
has increased ninety-eigh- t
callers who have Uuicu
per cent
the case, however. Some of the the kind in many years."
;ollon road. Labor la scarce its employes to frequent saloons.
on
President
the subject describe in Grant county and rages high and
members of the Senate committee did
Church Quarrel at Colfax, Washing- and products two hundred and eleven
Judge Mills on Statehood.
him
as
will
best
he
cent.
prove therefore convict labor will be em- INTOXICATION
per
believing
not like the looks of some certain
ton it Carried Into the Courts
CAUSES MURDER
Says the Las Vegas Optic:
" 'The statehood issue has become his friendship for the "Roosevelt ployed. As soon as the wealher perlaud grunts to Individuals which baJ
AND THEN LYNCHING.
By Minister.
conservation
COMMISSIONERS
of
adby
REFUSE
policies"
of
putting
to
territorial
mits another gang
been received under
thirty
forty
very clearly and explicitly defined ftt
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 29. Rev. H.
8ALOON LICENSE.
Some of the claims for Washington and there Is absolutely laws on the statute books that will convicts will be put to work ou La Crime Lurks In
ministration.
In Small Virginia O. Buss, former pastor of First BapCup
tist church at Colfax, Wash., now at
large holdings under Spanish grants not the slightest doubt that the na- actually carry those policies Into ef liajada hill, eighteen miles south of
Town and Turns Holiday Into
feet
were also viewed with suspiciou. Fur tional administration Is
3unta Fe on the Santa
Kansas City, Mo., where he was call- P. Badaracce of Old Albuquerque
strongly in
Mournlnc.
Made the Request but Petition!
thermore the estimates coming from favor of admitting New Mexico into
Scenic Highway.
ed to the bedside of his sick child,
28. Following
Pec.
Va.,
Hurley,
Were Presented Against It.
the territories as to population, both the union of states. It is no longer MOST EXPENSIVE BRIDGES
has engaged counsel In Spokane to
Notary Public Appointed.
on Christmas eve of
the
here
killing
as to numbers and class were not an Item ot news that the President
IN NEW MEXICO.
institute an action In the United
William H. Mullane of Carlsbad, Samuel
serious
wound,
and
the
Baker,
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 29. The
accepted, and it was thought best to is strongly in favor of statehood, but
Eddy county, was today appointed a ing of his wife, and two children by States district court here for $100,000
delay actlun until after the 11)10 de- It Is decidedly news, and pleasing Bernalillo County It Spending $81,700 notary public by Governor Curry.
the former's old enemy, Henry Pen- - damages against the officials and dea- county commissioners at a meeting
cennial census could be completed.
cons of the congregation for alleged held yesterday in the court house.
for Them While Santa Fe Hasn't
news, to hear that all the members
uington, a mob of 100 citizens took defamation
Mr. raft's recommendations, It Is ot President Tnft's cabinet
of character.
The case audited and ordered
paid the bills
are In
Built Delgado Street Structure.
TWO CONSTITUTIONAL
Pennington from Jail where he had will Involve
do-lasaid, will supply the excuse for
many of the most prom- against the county for the last quarter
CONVENTIONS IF NECESSARY.
favor ot our admission and have so
been Incarcerated under heavy guard
inent
of
residents
1909,
Whitman
of
"care
President
the
county
The
urges that
leaving
county with a
and hanged him.
expressed themselves.'
Albuquerque, N. M. Dec. 29. The
and promises to be interesting. The clean slate on current accounts for
be exercised in the preparation
of
"This Is the substance of an Inter- foremen and construction men of the Revised Statehood Bill Makes Provis
Pennington who had been drinking, complaint will set forth that the the new year. All bills were
legislation affecting each territory to view
paid
ion In Case Fire Attempt
had by a representative ot The Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Com
picked a quarrel with Baker, and shot minister
was "manhandled"
secure deliberation in the selection of
by a dollar for dollar.
him while the latter was on his way committee of churchmen in
Should Fell.
contract for
A petition for a saloon license, sub
forcing
person as members of the conven- Optlo with Chief Justice William J.- pany, which holds the
to a Sunday school Christmas tree his removal fronl the
the two new bridges across the Rio
tion to draft a constitution of the In Mills, who returned from Washingparsonage on mitted by P. Badaracco was before
ton this afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, on Grande at Barelas and Corralles, arA Washington letter says that the with his wife, his two children and a the night of June 2. Charges ot mis- the commission. The
coming state," and that "that such
petitioner asked
Meadows.
that
friend,
1.
Wyatt
and
Seeiug
Fe
in
train
rived
No.
Santa
will
be
Albuquerque
were
yesterday
Introduced
delayed
bill
statehood
Conthat
conduct
preferred by the trus- a license to conduct a saloon in Old
legislation after adoption b the
had killed Baker. Pennington start- tees and a battle of words followed
he
comat
once
for
In
will
Senator
began
Borah
in
shall
preparations
to
Senate
Mills
be
submitted
is
fine spirits and
the
the "Judge
vention,
by
ed to run away.
Mrs. Baker called and continued in the auditorium of the Albuquerque, precinct 13. There were
people for their approval at an elec- hlg eastern trip seems to have bene- mencing the work of construction. be In part a duplicate of the new bill
also before the board petitions protion In which Uie sole issue shall be fited him greatly.. When seen by the The cement which Is to be used in Introduced In the House by Mr. Ham alter Pennington and implored him td church, where Mrs. Buss came to the testing against the
of the liher take the body home.
rescue with a loaded six shooter, caus- cense. The board granting to
the merits ofthe constitution." ?
re"f i ter be expressed hlmsc)' very building the huge cement piers which ilton on December 14th, this latter help
declined
issue It.
The ruse worked, and Pennington ing a
stampede. She was tried
lively
In the case of the adoption of the sau'ae i. itit the outcome si '.he will support the Barelas bridge is al- bill having passed the department of went
A
petition from property owners In
back to the spot where his vic- aud fined $1 and costs and an
appeal precinct No. 1, San Jose, for the openready on the ground and the Iron will the Interior with the approval ot the
constit ution? for .Oklahoma the elec- pr: it iiale'joo.) uurptu-hi
tim lay dead. Bent upon avenging Is
pending. The clash, which includ- ing of a road from the Phelan
tion was complicated-.wit- h
the selec- that t'' project Is exceeai:ir,l' uriet. begin arriving within a day or two.
department. The hill has been rewrit
Pen- ed
It is the Intention of the construc- ten and in many details differs from the dead, Mrs. Baker grabbed
personal assaults and numerous to the Rio Grande was laid over place
tion of the state offlccMJ and Mr. Taft He met presonally every member of
until
nington's pistol from his pocket and
Is, determined this situation shall not. the cabinet and Is sure they look with tion company to begin both bridges as the bill introduced by Mr. Hamilton shot twice at him. Her aim was bad. gun plays, constituted one of the the first regular meeting in
January.
most sensational church quarrels in
oon as poslble and to push the work on December
4Cfur In die cases of New Mexico and
Jione of
6. Th re are some
The
will
met
first
botid
of
the
fayojujpnbe
again
"
the northwest.
as the contract culls for changes as to aeuuis concerning the Pennington recovered possession
AfRivna.
In the event of their being
Monday in January. The only other
Among the many pleasant things right along
the pistol and then shot the woman,
no issue before the people of each of 'that came to the new executive dur- - the completed structures by April 1st, donations of land for common schools
action of Importance yesterday was
and attempted to kill Meadows and TWO ENTOMBED IN
1910.
tho territories except the adoption of
and the various Institutions, as well the two children.
Ing his absence from Las Vegas, one
OKLAHOMA
COAL MINE. the approval of the J50.000 bond ot
The construction camp was pitched as to the manner of selecting lieu
rejection of the constitution, it is be thnt lingers very pleasantly in his
the Missouri Valley Bridge Company,
Pennington was raptured by a posse
lieved the. best judgment of the peo
which Is now beginning construction
mind, Is the reception of welcome he yesterday on the west bank of the lands and the revenue and adminis on the outskirts of the town, after an It Is Feared That General
river
the
of
pie will prevail.
at
end
the
Barelas
old
are
now
tration of lands which
within exchange of shots with the deputies,
received at Raton this noon. He was
of the new bridges across the Rio
tendeet and Shot Flrer Are
should the convention draft con met at the train by a large body of bridge. The new bridge Is to go In forest reserves.
Grande.
who severely wounded him. Later the
Both Dead.
stitutions which do not adequately citizens and a brass band. So many about four feet south of the present
The most Important change, how mob was organized, the guard was ov
McAlester, Okla., Dec. 29. John
protect public interests in the matter were desirous of shaking hands with one bo that traffic over the old bridge ever. Is the insertion of a
BOY LEADS FORTEEN
COLORADO
provision erpowered and Pennington was taken Erown, general superintendent,
and
will not be obstructed.
of safeguarding public lands and na- the
to
room
was
mill
no time tor
the engine
YEAR OLD GIRL ASTRAY.
of a lumber
which will allow the forming of a
Judge that there
Angelo Ascinar, a shot flrer, are en
The first work will be the sinking
tional resources and should thoso con
near
to
steam
a
by and hanged
second constitution to be submitted to
speechmaklng.
pipe. tombed in the
Bolend-Darlemine
of the piling which will go down forty
stitutions be adopted by votes of the
Grand Junction, Colo., Dee.
the people Bhould the first constitu29.
"When asked when he expected to
near here, in which an exnlnslnn ni
feet below the water line. This will
people of the territories, the President
MORE
PRISONERS
SENTENCED
on a
curred last night, and It Is feared' Charles Lewis was arraigned
could reject them if he desired and qualify and take up his new official then be surrounded by a half inch tion fall of adoption.' Under the origBY
JUDGE
ABBOTT,
subinal
bill
once
In
the
constitution
duties
Snnf Fe, Judge Mills re- steel
both are dead. Brown went Into the statutory charge, and after a hearing
Congress again could open the way
cylinder which will be sunk to mitted to the people must be adopted
mine today with Thomas Weathering-ton- , which was held behind closed doors
for the adoption of satisfactory con- plied:
thirteen feet below the. water line and or
John
Cornetto
Convicted
for
Illegal
If
entire
"
the
rejected,
rejected.
pit boss, to learn the extent of he was held In $2,500 ball for the
'I am ,ln no hurry. That will de filled wlih cement. The result will be
stitutions. . This, of course, was well
In the rewritten bill
Issue Btopped.
Selling of Liquor to Be
the damage. Later the rescue party spring term of the district court.
night Impossible in the case ot Okla- pend entirely on the convenience and a solid cement, steel-casepier which a provision is made that In case the
Un Today.
found Weatherlngton unconscious but Lewis was arrested last week with
homa as the people had expressed wishes of my friend, Governor Curry.' will be strong
enough to resist any
Brown was not found. Ascinar has Miss Edith Winters, the 14 year old
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 29.
their choice of state officers and
"Heyond what has been stated assault ot the river even at times of people of the two new states should
fall to adopt the first constitution
Judge Abbott yesterday completed been entombed since last night.
daughter of a prominent Plateau valtlce had to be done them.
above Judge Mills wag unwilling to the
flood.
will
There
be
six
strongest
of prisoners convicted at
ley fruit grower. The arrest occurred
The indications are that a bill will express himself at the present time teen or these piers, supporting as submitted, the governor shall, within setenclng
under sensational circumstances after
twenty days after the vote has been the last term of criminal court. San LINCOLN'S OLD OFFICE
be passed at this session providing regarding matters concerning the at- many
spans of iron. The structure taken, call the constitutional conven- tos Martinez, charged with Intent to
the officers had practically set a trap
CONSUMED
BY FLAMES.
for the means of holding constitu titude of the national administration
will be not only the most expensive,
for the young people and. had. Oeea
tion to reconvene and form another rape, was sentenced to the penitentlonal conventions and for elections towards New Mexico official affairs."
but It Is believed the most durable constittuion
which, In turn, will be tiary for not less than two nor more Had Been a Saloon In Joe Cannon's on watch for several hours. The girl
to pass upon the question of adopting
and satisfactory bridge In New Mex submitted to
Town and Lately Was Turned
the people In the same. than three years,
has been held for the juvenile court,
or rejecting the constitutions.
It is DIXIE IS IN THE LEAD
ico. The Corralles bridge will be of
way.
Into a War Museum.
Esperidon Lucero, who was yesterand is out on bond.
believed that the effect will be to In
IN POPULARITY.
the same type. The countj
practically
j
day sentenced to 100 days in Jail and
sure good state constitutions
and
Danville, 111., Dec. 29. The old war
pays for the two bridges a total of DENVER
to pay costs ot the case and In whose museum where President Lincoln had SENATOR BEVERIDQE
RIO GRANDE
make It certain that two new stars
j
The work will be done under
TO BE INCLUDED.
case sentence was suspended, was his office when riding the circuit as
a Its Time is the Favorite of the Peo $81,700.
will be added to the flag within
DECLARES FOR STATEHOOD.
the
of
supervision
County
Surveyor
of
committed to jail to serve out the attorney, burned today. The museum
United 8tates Yankee
year of the adjournment of the pres-en- t
ple
W. D. Oglea.
Rock Island Absorbs Lehigh Valley sentence.
Doodle Is Second.
Globe, Ariz., Dec. 29. "I have every
Congress.
contained many valuable relics, among
Is
snd
Wabash
and
The only case now remolnlng for thera a number of shells, which ex- reason to believe that Mr. Beveridge
Seth Bullock Will Be Reappointed.
Reaching
Washington, Dec. 23. "Dixie" final SALOON OWNERS TAKE
Out
for
the
an27.
senior Senator from my state will
was
Others,
Dee.
sentence
It
is that of John Cornetto, ploded during the fire. The properWashington,
ly has been officially proclaimed as
COMMENDABLE
COURSE.
nounced at the White House today the first of American songs and music
convicted of illegal selling of liquor. ty hud been used as a saloon until support statehood this time," said H.
New York, Dec. 28, ft was official- The sentence In this case will probthat Seth Bullock, United States mar in "patriotic popularity." This is the
Harrington Ross, a wealthy merchant
recently.
shal for South Dakota, will be reap verdict of O. Q. T. Sonneck, chief of Forestal Criticism By Obeying the ly announced that the Rock Island ably be pronounced today.
of Indianapolis, who has been here
Law to the Letter and Closing
has acquired the controlling Interest
looking over mining claims In this
pointed for another term four years the division of Music of the Library
The court yesterday heard the evi- HOMER C. DAVENPORT
Up Tight at 11 p. m.
In the Lehigh Valley railway, and It Is
from January 13 next. Bullock
ot congress, who has Just Issued from
IS VERY ILL. district In which he and several east
dence In the case of Maynord Gunsel!
ern
understood
been known as a close personal friend tue government
that by January 11, 1910, vs. W. H. Greer and the
associates are interested.
San Dlerto, Cal., Dec. 29. Homer C.
press an exhaustive
Albuquerque
Golden, Colo., Dec. 28. Golden sa It will be announced that the Rock
of Theodore Roosevelt, and his reap report on four famous American musiThe efforts of former residents of
Traction Company In which Gunsel Davenport, the cartoonist, Is at the
loon men are gradually making new Island
has
the
Indiana
recJs
to
said
both
who now reside In Arizona
in
be
cal compositions.
acquired
controlling
pointment
"Yankee Doodle," laws for their own
to recover a portion of the stock home of a friend here, a very sick
guidance and gov- interest In the Wabash road, making seeks
ognition of what he has done as well he says, though no longer a national
man.
He Is suffering from a complete In writing to their friends in Indiana,
of
It
the
traction
which
al
is
It
company
Is
ernment
that
believed will have It the connecting link, as a leased
as a compliment to former President song, is still a national air and second
urging them to work for statehood. Is
leged Is due him as part of promotion collapse of the nervous system and
a tendency to weaken the
Roosevelt.
line, between the Rock Island In the fees.
his physician regards his condition having a good result, in. Inducing Bevomy to "Dixie" In the popularity con cause when the
comes
fight
up west and the Lehigh Valley road In
again
Sloan Wants More Land for Arizona. test.
eridge to. eupport the enabling
at the municipal election In 1911. the tast.
Several other hilnor matters of civil as serious.
Washington, D. G, Dec. 27. Gover
Without spoclal hints from local offi
business
were
taken
the
up
during
It
is also believed that through an
nor Sloan, of Arizona, has forwarded
SALOONKEEPER FIGURES AS "1
cials, the proprietors have during the arrangement with Courge Gould and day.
to Congressman Hamilton, chairman
LEADER OF BURGLAR GANG.
two
conformed
past
with
years
strictly
Western
lue
transnew
ot the house committee on territories,
Pacific, the
Dec.
Denver, Colo.,
29. Jessie
the laws regarding midnight and Sun- continental line
HOLIDAY ACTIVITY
will
be
formed, the
and author of the statehood bill, a reBrown, age 19, and Fred Simpson,
day cloning, and now they have gone Denver & Rio Grande
ON WOOL MARKET,
ag3
the
filling
gap
quest for an amendment to the bill as
are
In
25,
the
the
lawmakers
lodged
one
A between
city Jail charged
the Rock Island's western
follows :
ORGANIC ACT new voluntary rule bas Justbetter.
with
members
of
being
one
of the
Small
CAUSES DEATH
gone into and the Western Pacific's eastern ter- Values Are Steady Despite
Granting to the territory 60 per
effect by which every saloon In Gold minal.
toughest and most daring gang of
Supply Bidding Active for
cent of the revenues of the forest reen Is closed at 11 o'clock
men
that
.
has
holdup
New
Anoperated in the
sharp.
Clip.
The announcement of the Lehigh
serves In the territory instead of 20
lower parts of town in years.
Innovation this year was the
Valley purchase was made at Daniel
Attorney General Wicker- - other
per cent as provided
Unnatural Craving for Strong Simpson, who enme to Denver three
cutting out of Christmas bottles.
Boston, Dec. 28. Despite the
G. Reld's home. He, with the Moorea,
sham Hands Down an Imdiving to the territory in addition
weeks ngo from Indiana, Is the owner
there Is considerable activity in
tiavo controlled the Rook Island.
It
Liquor is Blamed by
to the present provisions, a million
BIG DOINGS IN INDIAN PUEBLOS.
of the saloon at 2101 Market. ,a"vlne
Is understood
the Rock Island ac the local wool market. The demand
portant Opinion
acres of government land as a fund
Coroner
purchased it from Mrs. JohnfTaylor-riowmnn- ,
This Is the week among the Puebln quired the controlling Interest in the runs through all classes of territory
for the future development of the ter
over whom John Ta.vSr,4he
wool, tine fleeces moving moderately
Indians when new governors are
high Valley nt 130.
ritorial road system now Initiated,
woman
while
Interest continues keen in qu.ir
s former husband, shot Ben
not if.
Mexico chosen to serve one year. All Indians
and 100,000 aores as a source of in
blood.
Values
tcr
nro
whom Mrs. Tnvlor hail mnr.
In
spitti
steady
aro kept nt the pueblos to take part FROM GREAT DRUNK
profit F.owmiin,
come for the territorial fair,
ried a few days after divorcing Taylor.
In the ceremolnes, very few, If any,
PASSES INTO ETERNITY. or tile smnll supply. Ohio quarter
Is ilnu at 113 cents, with 29 to
No Limit to Size of Parcel of being permitted to leave their home,
Denver, Colo., Dec. 2S. Awakening blood
GOVERNMENT WILL ABANDON
30 cents for Montana, flue medium Several
Cases of Mysterious CHEYENNE 8ALOONKEEPERS
Hie cacique of each pueblo Is the from a troubled sleep
an
following
Friar Land That May Be
HASKELL INDIAN INSTITUTE
BOOST PRICE OF BOOZE.
Illness Are Now
"Bill" Taft who names the governor. orgy lasting two days in his little Wyoming clothing Is held nt 22 cents
in the grease.
Sold.
Bidding for the new
Cheyenne, Wyo Dee. 21). Uecause
Many Rtipposo erroneously thnt this home In the rear of 11117 Tenth street,
Explained.
Plant Worth. $750,000 to Be Deeded to
it is asserted, the
clip continues active In the west esincreasing of their
office Is elective but It is not.
At Michael O'Brien found his wife dead
State of Kansas for Manual
license from :!) to $1,000 a year,
pecially In Utah, Wyoming and ens'.
Dee.
23. Attorney present, all governors are appointive beside him. The woman, who was 52 em Montana.
Washington,
28.
School.
Nlw
Dec.
York,
Training
According to aud the closing of their places of
years old, Is supposed to have died ot
General Wlckersham today rendered officers.
Coroner Harburgor, some of New business on Sunday, has practically
alcoholism.
York's dive keepers make Lucretla eliminated the sajoonmen's profits,
SHEEP SELL AT $1 A
Lawrence, Kan., Dec. 28. Haskell an opinion for the war department COLORADO
The couple had for years lived In
SPRINGS CLEANING
s
HEAD IN WYOMING. Borgia lock like a milk peddler. He heer In Cheyenne Is to be ten cents
of that the Philippine government has
Institute, valued at
OUT IMMORAL HOUSES. the hovel where they were constantly
a million dollars, the second largest the right to soil the "friar landH" in
Cheyenne, Dee. 29. "Sheep nt n has reported to the police und excise a glass after January 1. All saloon-me- n
Colorado Springs, Dec. 29. Rather together and where each your they dollar
a bend" Is the report which department that wood alcohol Is again
of the city have entered into on
Indian school In the United Slates, is any number of acres
desirable, not- than pay a fine of $,- mid costs In celebrated the Christinas season after comes from northern
the being sold as a beverage, with death agreement to this effect.
Wyoming,
to be offered to the state of Kansas wittiHtnnding the
organic act of the (he police court Alma Rnlulco wild to tlielr own fashion. They lipgnn two significance of which Is that the instead ef stimulation
for tlnnlers
as a site for the establishment of a Philippine government, which limits have been keenlmr a
disorderly house days ngo In their lone celebration, straits to which continued uniowunl who pay live cents a drink. The coroADOPTED NEW TARIFF BILL.
day trado school according to an an- the sale of
public hinds on South Sierra Mmlre street, nrnm- - which ended Saturday night after weather has reduced
ner
that
several
cases
of mysPin is, Dec. 21). Tho Chamber
says
of
(lockinnsters,
nouncement by Superintendent H. D. uuuimeu uy ireaiy trom spuin to for-- ' lseii to leave town. She was
n, h
h,, fn
i,ih
so severe Hint almost any price terious dentils the last few months
are
Deputies today adopted the new tarFealrs today.
ty acres.
to
start,
elglttcen,hours
stupor.
would bo accepted for their holdings, have been traced to this source.
iff bill as a whole.
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THEY CONTINUE TO come,
Despite setbacks of drouth and
er discouragements, the limneseeltors
continue pouring Into eastern New
Mexico and the older settlers are nrm
in their faith that eastern Now
co Is as certain of a future as were
Kansas and Iowa in their early days,
From one issue of the Des Moines
published in
Swastika, a weekly
'
Union county, the New Mexican clips
the following Item Indicative of actual
conditions:
"Everything at present Indicates a
bumper cron next year. From early
Bcarcely a week

KFcnnM OF THE PRESS. I
ROOSEVELT
THE
DOCTRINE.
Charles Edward Russell is some.j
There la a strain of the old Rooseskeptical about the freedom of
the press. His strictures, while true
velt aggressiveness In the ringing
to
a certain extent In practically ev- that Chief Forester Pint-ho- t
017 community, are too broad and he
York
New
made at New Rochelle,
motive of the local

PREACHING

PACE TWO.

yesterday. He spoke of the great conflict that Is now being waged between
the special interests, the predatory
few and the people who are to be
robbed of their heritage. He declared
it a conflict between the men who
stand for the Roosevelt policies and
tne men wno sianu again! mem.
This sounds like the tocsin of war, a

iirjir.

the

newspaper that boosts for its own
town at all times. It is true that It
to
sometimes takes more courage
call attention to a manure pile in the
a
of
or
failure
a
the
center of
city
municipal government in cleaning up
,he town or dolllg lla be8t Xo enforce
..
includtnanuaran
(ne and mol.limy, than it does tode- -

.

rZvZ;r:;

good
moral is-- dent
Zelaya or Dr. Cook, but the snow. Bv snrlnor the ground is going
.
.
.....
Tile speaser sougni iu onuw fa.t mllan8 thnt nvevv npwilMllcr
In Ihp
the conservation question to.K-heven though,'0. of
f"ct and this ouht
,,t 8ome (me or oth
tatrd as Scond Clau MatUr at that
'
Ie?
es the daily life of
great body o ,t nrt8 bU8,ne89 or t8 own party or in
Dm lanU Fs PostotfU.
crop
our people, ne Ba.s tnai uie com ui ,)oeke(llooki espouses a cauBe for the to insula two or three goodtime to
Is the
Now
least..
at
years
Is
he
and
heavyRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
special privilege
pure righteousness of it.
come to New Mexico.
f IB gives an Indirect blow to the saloon
Bally, par weak, by carrier
the
Without discussing whether
.....
., ,
,. w..
,1...... TU
"Dr. Bassett has 16 acres of land
v prlnt,ng of doctored
Calir. oer month, by carrier.... 1.00
whlu...
news or the sup-madown and all
be the chance to save the ber,s
7t
Dally. pr month, by mail
be. o. plowed and harrowed
I
tiding,
llmu81,,c0s
comer gang
In good shape for next season's crop.
Dally, three months, by mall,... I.Od from the saloons and the
)(
our in- 4.00 and the girls from worse. Thousands,
,..,,
,,., This la the lamest acreugo, If cumvaDaily, six month, by mall
T.50 of daughters of the poor fall into the
,,,
formation is correct, under
Daily, on yaar, by mall
in this vicinity,
man
one
Hon
.6 hands of the white slave traderswith-be-- ' ' "
any
by
Weekly, par month,
mythical.
75 cause their poverty leave, them
"" the
"'
'?
Weekly, per quarter
urns i...
1.00 out protection,
one of the very few men in w.s
tVeeklr six month
Mniraalne.
(n
c
itta
nitarinr
to
1.00
of
and
attention
Taft
Secretary
mUt. Dr year
"We have the most potent censor lnlty who are giving any
Th
Weekly New Hexicaa Review Balllnger will agree with the chief the world.
No newspaper of stand- - sclentinc meinons oi
th oldest newspaper la New Mal forester for both the President and Ing would venture to print any mat - Most people here do not seem to get
themIn the Secretary have declared
I
to
sent
postoffle
every
It
ta).
condemned by business, nor fall the Idea into their heads that land in
of ter
and selves in favor of conservation
... Plnl nn., malla, thnimh some- - this country should be piowea auu upl
k Territory and ha a larg
Intel-tgen- t
resources.
But pincnot
the national
i
,,,.
- to get the
ti, w fn
...
..... in order
(rowing circulation among th
tUllt-tCI J 1I11UUUIICU,
ll.nv uuaiutm
and progressive peopl of th and Balllnger part ways when Pin- required to have printed. Tnose who best results In crop production. Land
continues
chot
anthweat
u nlnwed In the fall and left
with onv airpe nf nhllnsonhv
"The people of the United States ob8Brved ,he development of 'boom rough, and land that is plowed In the
of
victims
Hkely to be full of
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1909. have been the complacent
cltpa, n tne West know how true ,prlnKi u
Kan-e- d
a system of plunder often perpetrat-- j thg ,3 1 once had the felclty of
0,r chamberg and 8S dry as a
sur- would
been
have
who
men
a
by
a newSpaper In such
condu(,tng
8as election nt seeding time. This
prised beyond measure to be accused pa(,e flnd have some conception of country wm neVer show what it Is
and many of whom (he uproar
of wrong-doinj snould have cau8ed lit-lf- . ' b, , ....ocing until farmers
In their private lives were model citi- - once , had
oiied the simple
harroW ln the fall.
Dlow
WONDERFUL OF FESTI
MOST
"
: ,7 tie fact mat tne corner or Jiine ave- - ,,. .
'
Barrett's crop next year
h D
VALS.
it
which
curious moral perversion by
Fifty-nintstreet, on which an(, wtne88 tMe tl.uth of this slute-lo- t,
festival com- becomes praiseworthy to do for a nue and
No other universal
were being sold in the east, was
nt
one corporation things which they would
No
other
Christmas.
with
a swamp three miles from human, ..iIame8 Mam',0i
pares
ad a Mr. Mitchell,
to do
or that dogs, cats, par-has attached to it such wonderful tra- refuse with the loftiest scorn
habitation;
us
Madlson, Mo., were here and
for
themselves.
for
Fortunately
minditions; around no other one are
filed on land athBll0r'J 8
all that delusion is passing rapidly I
lnrlll(1'(1 , the c
cen8u8. The
e;
ekgled so many sacred traditions and
""'lnB .
would
have
such
matter
of
centuries
tne
publication
memories. Through
nome
ave
l"
rctu,"ea
It is the honorable distinction of,been fol,owed. or. lf be were wise,
when Christianity was being estsb-lisheo
'"f83 a1fairs' viiv
itor's hurried exit
in southern and central Europe the forest service that it has been preceded, by the
and
lumberman, and they
and
more constantly, more violently,
from town."
bo soon as a wild tribe was brought
will be back In a month or two to lowithin its sphere, one of their first more bitterly attacked by the reprein
cale
interests
permanently. They are men of
the
of
sentatives
anspecial
actB was to Christianize one or
A PALPABLE INJUSTICE,
means and were sent here as repreother of their immemorial customs. recent years than any other governJournal
The
Albuquerque Morning
in
0r more families
.(,,.,,.,,. ot fl doze
Thus the Norsemen and the Teutons ment bureau. These attacks have
,. o whora are inter- and bitterness In Its obsession that some one or the f th , ,
ceased to offer sacrifices on their al- creased In violence
to restore to power in'e3ted ,
is
trying
tnl8 c0lltry. The story of
tars of their harvest festivals and the Just in proportion as the service has,"'""
affairs, former the)r comng , abollt a8 (ollowa: A
county
offered effective opposition to preda-- ! Bernalillo
was
to
Odin
war
of
songs
chanting
wealth. The more successful we County Treasurer Frank A. Hubbell, copy of tne aulas Farm News con-havchanged to the hymns of peace. Even tory
been in preventing land grab- - 8trlk?9 b,lndly rSht anJ left J1"1"8 tainlng Mrs. Newsom's letter acci-binin Egypt the worship of Osiris and
and the absorption of water pow- - Jo injure leading Republicans of the denta
e, n(o the,r handg ,t wa9
the Nile god when the harvest was
oa Terr '
er by the special Interests, the more re"'t0- - ,Its ln8ane
then passed around and discussteai
Is
nursum
gathered, was changed to the ChristH
O.
lal
Chairman
and the 'or
,u tfae home8
ian Christmas. One of the first acts ingenious, the more devious
"ell remembered. It proved futile, of
80me
of Peter the Hermit, in November, more dangerous these attacks have
fts "attacks' aouhtedPaud said ' was a fake but
1095 in calling together the host he
excuse' lor
SThe
were Inclined to believe. The
was about to lead to the Holy Land,
farhLnlaved ducks 'on National Committeeman Solomon
result was that those at the meeting
was to celebrate the festival which andSrakes w,i th'e a?ts
more
for
friends
makes
'"a
""Py
witn
Congress
Could
haB since become Christmas.
The ba
,laa,nn thR, put up the money to send Mitchell
"The fact is on the contrary that Mr. Lurm
J
find out
we have moving pictureB of that fes18 aa lc tator
Mrins isis up- - aild ManueI t0 this country to
law
warrant
of
had
has
service
the
cenout it. Both men tiled on lana,
tival, as It has come down the
le or ruin, Is so palpably unjust,
It has done v0t once ou
turies, among the different nations,
hat no Republican takes any stock and when asked If Mrs. Newiom's lethas
their variety would be wonderful to
ter had
mosl strch-lall
,s
last
Mr.
U.
the
of
Luna.
for
the
le
it
see, and still the main idea would be
and the bitterest leaders, who obtrudes himself Into replied that
as It really Is
present in all the varying presenta- lng investigation
to
led
reversal or re the lime light, who wants to boss or country half as good
ever
auack,
Is
a
air
when
as
even
lofty
tions,
"S. Truesdale, who was here about
,
nr who Insists that his opinion must go.
i,
00
i,i,
with Infinite variations, Btlll
Mr. Luna la by temperament a conclli - 'a month ago, but decided to see what
the original sublime strain can be dis- by any Congressional committee.
ator, a harmoulzer, and perhaps, more Washington and Oregon had to offer
plausible'
and
"Another
unusually
to
tinguished through all a perpetual
is to demand that all 'ban any other leading Republican, before niakint up his mind where
of
form
attack,
glorious refrain.
be has submerged his own personality locate, returned to Des Moines this
trees
shall
now
not
land
bearing
first
Is
because
that
reason
And the
will in the mandates of the ma- - week and says he is here to stay. Ha
Christmas chant carried on Its melo thrown out of the national forests. - ' ad
"Still another attack nearly sue Jority, even though he more than any saw nothing on the trip that looked as
and
awakened
a
such
promise,
dy
the par-t- good to him as the country we have
was an attack other person has carried
such a hope, as poor mortality had cessful two years ago,
In and right here.'
prevent the forest service from! ty financially, has worked for It
never known before. It marked an
the people, through the press, out of season, has helped to roll up
epoch on the calendar of the world; telling
The annual report of Postmaster
what it Is accomplishing for them, for It majorities when majorities were
It linked man with Immortality.
existence and General Frank H. Hitchcock made
needed to save its
When one reads the simple story, if and how much this nation needs the j has ever been at very
and
Its
beck
call public today discusses the cause of
his thoughts catch the impression forest,
Since the forest service ca ed asKing notuing ior nimseir ana nt the deficit in the annual budget of
which lingers In the words, he can
The sec
attention to the rapid absorp-- j ways giving lime and means patriot-- ! the postofflce department.
Imagine how Edwin Arnold found the public
and icany anu unseinsniy ro neip omers, ond class postage rate, the franking
of the water power sites
language to describe the coming of tion
the threatening growth of a great 'he party, the Territory and Its pec- - privilege and rural delivery are the
Lord Buddha as follows:
three factors which cause an annual
' But when they brought the painted water power monopoly, the attacks P'eloss of $70,000,000 which last year
upon It have increased with marked
palaquln
IN
REPRESENTATION, wiped out not only $53,000,000 profit
To fetch him home, the bearers of rapidity. J anticipate that they will EQUALITY
The Seattle Post Intelligencer, in a made In the other branches of the sercontinue to do bo. Still greater op-the poles
in
editorial
fu-favor of statehood vice but also created a deficit exceed;
strong
Were the four Regents of the earth, position la promised in the near
for New Mexico and Arizona, makes ing $17,000,000 The loss on the second
ture. There Is but one protection
come down
the point that such states as Dela-- . class rate Is caused mostly by magaFrom Mount Sumeree they who rule an awakened puMic opinion that is
ware, Knoae isiana, Maryiaua, eacn zlnes. on tne dally papers it is small,
why I give you the facts."
men's deeds,
Public opinion will be the final ar- - of which is represented by two Sena- - for the bulk of dally papers sent
On brazen plates the Angel of the
biter, and it is quite certain that the tors, iu the natural course of events through the mails goes only a short
East,
cannot expect any great Increase In distance and aa a rule, daily papers
Whose hosts are clad In silver robes, political battles of the future will be
In- - have a
comparatively small mall cir- fought not so much over the tariff, or population and that therefore the
and bear
The remedy, therefore,
equality which gives a state like Dela- - culatlon.
or other
over
silver
free
the
of
the
of
Angel
Targets
pearl;
the
Issues, but over Questions like those ware which has less population than must come through Increasing
South,
two
Is
one
New
on magazines to approxMexico,
that
rate
Senators,
conservation
postage
of the
Whose horsemen, the Kumbhandas, involved in the
will Increase with each year. On the imately cost, and abolishing the franknation's natural resources.
ride blue steeds,
other hand, New Mexico, that today ing privilege, not only of CongressWith sapphire shields; the Angel of
has a greater population than the men but also of the other departPERMANENT
RECORDS.
the West,
Since calling attention to the mis- majority of the states had when they ments. As it Is, the expenditures of
By Nagas followed,
riding steeds
take of several probate and district were admitted, has prospects ot mul the postoffice department are bound
blood-red- ,
much more to increase through the extension of
With coral shields; the Angel of the clerks In Introducing loose leaf books tiplying its populationstates
and thus the mall facilities and the increase of
for nermanent records, the New Mex rapidly than the older
North,
'each
reducing that Inequality the salaries of postal employes which
Environed by his yakshas, all In gold. ican has heard from finite a number which year
is caused by the constitution in most Instances are too low considOn yellow horses, bearing shields of of countv Hnd court officials, each one
towards! Riving each state equal representation ering the service rendered and the
condemning the tendency
gold.
in tne Senate. Even today, there are responsibility Involved.
Invisible, loose leaf books for any but tempor- s'
These with their pomp
stale having a total ot twelve
ary records. One probate clerk
came down
Senators
,
that have less population Colorado's last legislature was DemAnd took the poles, In caste and out- writes that his board of county com-- '
and
governor
would nut a oulck ston to ech than has New Mexico which thus ocratic; its present
missioners
ward garb
r "
oeen nemea a voie in i.on- state government is Democratic and
Like bearers, yet most mighty gods; any move to replace the permanent,
the financial management of the Cenrecord books with loose leaf affairs. srBBS- and gods
tennial stdte should therefore be a
Walked free with men that day, That board- of county commissioners
The Clovls News says that the gen good indication what the Democrats
has a right idea of Its responsibility
though men knew not;
eral public sentiment in Curry coun would do to New Mexico had they
For Heaven was filled with gladness In the premises. The loose leaf book
ticket control of affairs. Colorado has many
for keeping accounts Is an excellent ty i in favor of a
for Earth's sake
labor-savinine sources ot revenue that Now Mexico
and n
county next election.
Knowing Lord Buddha thus was come Idea. It Is modern,
afflllto
Democrats
has not, such a, an Inheritance tax,
who
have
refused
all nrogressive firms) use looHe leaf
again."
The New Mexican Printing al with the Worrall faction, and who direct corporation tax, and yet, on ac
No wonder the festival never palls ledgers.
contend that they shall have equal count of loose assessment
methods
on men's minds. The majesty of the Company is filling scores of orders
In the selection and nomina- and unfair collection of taxes, the
event out of which it had its birth is for loose leaf account books. But a rights
loose leaf book for court and county tion of county officers will look with revenues of Colorado are only $1,250,- enough to Insure its celebration.
the proposition."
From 001) a year. Despite this small Income,
records
is a different proposition. As fnvor on
excluThen It has another charm
one probate clerk writes: "It Invites which it is apparent mat tne dove ot the Democratic legislature made apsively its own. It is children's day
Dem-cla- l
19 not
over
the
$;i,50n.000
hovering
propriations which total
and the carol of children's voices on fraud; it is a temptation to an
to be dishonest; It makes It en- - ocratlc camp and that the manifold and the Centennial state looks a defi
the day are echoes of that original
did New
same
as
Mexico
which
cit
the
the
Into
New
Into
factions
the
face,
song of Peace, and through them not tlrely too easy to monkey with theis divided. In itself makes Mexico after Its last Democratic admuch of the original sweetness is records." Not only la there posslblll- Democracy
ty of dishonest officials substituting! Republican victory certain at the next ministration. Whatever may be said
lost.
f 1
or removing from the records leaves election, for the Republican party Is In favor of Democratic rule very few
And the traditions, the history of
and united. However, people would honestly claim that It Is
without detection, but there Is also harmoulous
the day the knowledge of how the
possibility of official, being accused 'he Curry county putrlots who look a financial success anywhere.
world has been softened and chang- of
to
a redistribution of county
so when In fact no record forward
ed because of the events which hal- had doing
Speaking of taxation under Demo
made.
there offices, will have to wait longer than
been
The
official,
lowed and exalted the day in the beowes It to himself as well as next year, for under the enabling act cratic management, the Pecos Valley
fore,
ginning altogether draw an Interest to the
to use for permanent which will be passed by Congress, no News of Arteuia complains that In
around the day which grows more Im- records public books
of the permanent election of territorial or county off- the Democratic county of Eddy "num
only
as
the
pressive
circling years sweep kind from which not a leaf can be re- icers will take place next November. erous tax receipts show an increase
on, and with more and more assur
The present office holder, will retain of from 25 to 75 per cent over last
moved without detection.
ance mortals rifle up from the world's i
their places until the constitution Is year." "In conclusion," the News
cares, and exclaim: "What if the
The Union County Herald "suggests adopted and put Into force which will says, "as the preachers Bay, lot us
path is thorny and the way Is long, that a
Biate that we do not for one moment
meeting be called by the good be some time In 1911
behold, the glory that Is drawing conbelieve that the discovery of a part
of Cone, at the Bchool house,
people
for
stantly nearer, and look expectant
It Is to be hoped that the Investi of that $10,000 lately added to the tax
to organize a vigilance committee to
the peace which is almost ours!"
Mr.
deal out Justice to the perpetrators of gation of the department of the In- rolls had anything to do with
the petty thievery that Is getting too terior of the general land office and Heard's resignation, even lf our finaro
After the rush of the Christmas common In this country," This Is of the forest service will be a search- gers
crossed when we say It." It
holidays is over, Santa Fe will have rather a dangerous suggestion, not to ing and thorough one, something like Is only necessary to point to
to get down to planning and pre- the thieves, but to the good citizens was given the postofflce department
Democratic city government
paring to make the Inauguration of who should see to it that officers are several years ago. The country can or Eddy county', Democratic coun(lovernor William J. Mills the most elected who will ferret out the thieves not well afford to have present con- ty officials, to get an Idea of the way
the Democrat, would manage terribrilliant social event that the old cap- and bring them to Justice through the trovorslos on the subject go on
torial finance,.
ital has ever witnessed,
channelB.
definitely.
8erUry-Traurr-
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN
TIONS.
uf draft of the enabling act
Th
to be Introduced after the holidays In
the I'nlted States Senate by Senator
provides for the
Borah, of ldaho
holding ot a second constitutional convention nt Santa Fe in case the
constitution drafted by the first convention Is rejected. There can be no
objection to this provision although
bo worth a good deal more
it
if the first election could determine
definitely what the people reaiiy
wanted In the line ot n constitution.
It might be wise to submit those provisions of the conntltutlon on which
for
there is any doubt piecemeal
ailontlon or rejection, so that the en- Is
not
necessarily de
tita itnxmnpnt
feated because the voters object to
one nr more clauses ot it. Tills much
is certain, New Mexico does not want
an Oklahoma constitution and the following edilorlal utterance of the Denver Republican is correct:
"Observation of the course of events
In connection with the adoption of
the Oklahoma constitution and the
admission of that state has not been
lost upon President Taft. The effect
la aeon in his suggestion respecting
the method In which the constitution
of New Mexico and Arizona should be
submitted to the people In case those
territories are permuted to ionu
state governments.
"There Is little question that the
frenlt ennstltntion of Oklahoma, full
of legislation and Bryan absurdities
received its majority largely because
the people wished to secure statehood
under any constltutiou rather than
risk Its loss through more delioeraie
action.
Pnnnenlzlne this and the compli
cations arising out of the election of
state officers at the same time tne
vnte una taken on the constitution,
President Taft recommends that the
constitutions be submitted to the peonle in the proposed new states ai
elections different from those at
nhinh oiato officers would be chosen,
and that provision be made for other
constitutional conventions in case the
first constitutions submitted shall be
rejected.
"Rv this means more deliberation
would be secured In framing the constitutions and also In their subsequent
consideration by the people. The example of Oklahoma is one to avoid.
Instead of framing a constitution run
nf nrovlsions of a distinctly legisla
tive character and forming no proper
part of an organic law, the people of
New Mexico and Arizona snoum aim
at simnlicitv and deflnlteness in establlaliiiiff their constitutions.
"That the people of those territories will have an ounortunity to vote
on state constitutions Is probable, for
the passage oi enaDiing acis ai iui
session may be looked ror wun conu
dence."
TWO

f

MINERAL PRO
MEXICO'S
DUCTION FOR 1909.
Professor R. V. Smith of the faculty
of the New Mexico School of Mines at
NEW

Socorro, after careful Investigation,
announces that the mineral production of New Mexico for 1909, Includ
ing rnnl. Is nlose to $8,000,000. This
is a splendid addition to the wealth
of the country and while it naraiy
compares with the $60,000,000 ttie
value of farm and orchard pro
ducts in New Mexico this year, or
$20,000,000, the estimated product of
the range, yet, It places mining securely third among the Industrie, of
the territory, for manufacutring ha.
not vet reached the proportions wnere
its product runs into the millions and
the value of the timber output for
1909 is given as only 12,000,000, ma
ine the lumber Industry fourth. But
with such a variety of industrial production aa that from farming, stock
raising, mining, lumbering and manufacturing, the future Sunshine state's
prosperity, is certainly on a fine foun
dation.
Norman Mack's National Monthly,
which poses as the organ of the east
ern wing of the Democracy, In its
January Isbuo has a furious onslaught
on prohibition and what it calls the
tyrannical oppression that would dic
tate to any man what to eat or to
drink, insisting apparently that If
any person wants to be a hop fiend,
or deslreB to chloroform himself or
to cocaln
there
become addicted
should be no legal restriction to pre
his
him
vent
fancy.
from indulging
This doctrine is diametrically opposed to that In which the Democratic
South seems to believe and Is Intended as an onslaught
upon Colonel
William Jennings Bryan who recently
declared himself In fnvor of prohibition. Of course, the Republican party
can only rejoice over the efforts of
the Democratic leaders to make pro
hibition a political question that 1,
to be a test whether a man 1b a
Democrat or not. As for the Republican party It will continue to maintain the popular doctrine that each
community or commonwealth should
be given the right to decide for It
self whether It desires to tolerate the
saloon or not and that prohibition Is
not a political or party question but
one of morals only.
The Bernalillo County Improvement
Association has asked Congress to appropriate $25,000 to have the county
surveyed by mete, and bounds. If
Congress is In an appropriating mood,
It should not only appropriate $25,-00- 0
for Bernalillo county, the smallest
nf New Mexico counties, but $25,000
for each of the other twenty-fivcounties that, are bo much greater in
area. But the New Mexican fears
that lf New Mexico counties wait until Congress appropriates money to
survey them by metes and bounds,
such a survey will never be had and
yet, It is an Imperative need of today
and not tomorrow. Tax commissions,
boards of equalization, assessors, lax
collectors, can not perform their duties completely until such a survey Is
had and there Isn't a county that does
not lose the cost of such survey each
year because It postpones action,
The Democratic governor of the
Democratic state of Texas on Christmas day pardoned one hundred and
six convicts. What do the Democratic
papers that have criticized Republican
governors of New Mexico for Issuing
one holiday pardon say to that?

TREMENDOUS WATER POWER.
The water power that will be created by the damming of the Rio
Ornnde at the Elephant Buttes, in
Sierra county, will be tremendous and
It will be harnesBed to lift water to
the surface from wells to irrigate the
bench hinds above the valley that cannot be reached by (he Irrigation ditches, thus transforming another 150,000
acres In nddltion to the 180,000 acres
to be reclnlmed by the Engle project,
Into a garden. Says the El Paso
Herald:
"Upwards of 30,000 horse power
will be developed from the Rio
Ornnde reclamallon project, between
the dam site and this city. This powInto electric
er will
energy and used for the moBt part
probably In pumping for irrigation on
the higher levels.
"The beneficiaries - of the Rio
Orando project have mostly failed to
appreciate the enormous value of this
power development to
prospective
the land owners under the project.
The water power at the turbines will
be worth approximately $150,000 per
year, and as developed electricity It
will be worth $500,000 per year or
more. The land owners hnvlng stock
In the Water Users' Association will
absolutely own and control this power
and receive the money benefits from
Its sale.
"It will be seen that the annual cost
of maintenance will eventually be
very greatly reduced through this
source of income of which compara
tively little has been known or said.
"These water power developments
are an Integral part of nearly all of
the government reclamation projects,
in the north there are many projects
where the water power has proved
immensely valuable. The develop
ment is for the direct financial bene
fit of the owners of Irrigable lands
who repay to the government under
contract the first cost of the work.
"Indirectly the Rio Grande power
development means that 150,000 acres
of bench land can be brought under
Irrigation by pumping, or that power
can be furnished for transportation
purposes during
and manufacturing
a part at least of every year.
The governor of Alaska in his annual report recommends that meth
ods be adopted to encourage the development of the Alaskan coal fields,
not only to increase the population of
Alaska and to give steady employ
ment to workmen, but also to make
avallnble a coal supply for the American nary after the Panama canal Is
completed. Under the present limita
tions and restrictions, the wholesale
development of any coal fields on public lands anywhere Is almost out of
question for no capitalist will expend
the money needed for coal working
machinery merely to develop the
lle
small area he Is permitted
up
on. In the Philippines, even In the
of
the
Friar
lands, Attorney
disposal
General Wickersham has found- - It
necessary to give an opinion that
strains the Organic Act until It creaks
so that parcels' of greater extent than
forty acres can be sold to one Indi
vidual, thus doing the very thing that
government agents a few years ago
denounced as '"colossal" land frauds
In New Mexico. Coal and timber re
sources in the west must be developed on a large scale and the present
restrictions are such as to hinder In
stead of encouraging the develop
ment of the natural resources of the
west.

Elbert Hubbard believes Secretary
Bnlllnger's policy in the northwest l
Here
essentially a humanitarian's.
Is an extinct from a Hubbard Balllnthat fine
ger article, culled from
magazine the Fra for December:
Balllnger places the needs of man
now alive, above the requirement, of
posterity unconcelved. Balllnger regards the family of man, wife and
six children as greater than a forest,
and the laughter of children aa mora
musical than the song of a cascade.
Balllnger is thinking of the present
needs of his slate, and Its men, women and children now here. Therefore, Balllnger wants to open up the
country to Bettlers."
Seward engineered the purchase of
Alaska and Lincoln approved but
the New York Tribune opened its ancient yawp in clack, criticism and
calumny.
A,
Today Alaska produces wealth at
the rate of twenty-fiv- e
million a year,
and her resources are aB yet practically untapped, So much for Moss- backs!
The National Monthly rushes to the
dofense of Governor Haskell of Oklahoma. It 1b quite a task that Norman
Mack's Monthly sets Itself and It
solves it rather awkwardly, not by ex
plaining Governor Haskell's position
In recent bank scandal, that he prevented grand Juries from Investigating, or his connections with alleged
townslte swindles but by attacking
Roosevelt and maintaining that It was the Implacable hate
of the Rough Rider President that
put Haskell under a cloud aa It
Roosevelt's hands were reaching out
from Africa wrecking banks In Oklahoma and silencing grand Juries that
want to investigate bank scandals.
The National Monthly says that due
credit has not been given to "the
magnificent courage and the marvelous resourcefulness" of Governor Haskell. However, these have been taxed to the utmost lately, and "gall"
would be a better word than courage
reand
than
"unscrnpulousness"
sourcefulness.

The Roswell Dally Record, Democratic, commends the action of District Attorney James M. Hervey, Re-

publican, "In his prosecution of violator, of the territorial saloon and
liquor laws." It says that "we have
no doubt but that he' will be upheld
and supported by the public Benti-meof the community." Commendation of that kind counts for a good
deal and it Is no wonder that' Mr.
Hervey, despite his youth, is considered very prominently for the vacant
judgeship to be filled In New Mexico.
To do right at all times. Is after all,
a much quicker way to success tha
serving any Interest, no matter how
powerful, that asks its retainers either to do wrong outright or else commits them to a policy that fails to
support the right.

The EI Paso Herald which with R
the great majority of the business interests and population of El Paso,
has been fighting the Juarez rae
track gamblers tooth and nail, says:
"A very little Inquiry will satisfy
any candid man that the business
men of Los Angeles are firmly opThe
posed to race track gambling.
experience they had was wholly dislost many
astrous. The merchants
bills, and landlords also Buffered.
race
where
track
"In every city
gambling has taken hold, It has beea
demonstrated that men who Indulge
in this vice do not, will not, and cannot pay their ordinary bills. As a
matter purely of dollars and cents, it
An eastern exchange remarks that is bad business for any community In
it costs at least $1,000 to raise and which It establishes itself. "
educate one boy. Six boys, therefore.
The Westorn Liberal at Lordsburg
represent an outlay of $24,000 at the
least, and the question suggests It speaks the following words of pralM
to
raise
a
self: "Does it pay
boy?" of Judge A. W. Cooley:
The exchange says it certainly does
"Over In Alamogordo the tin horns
not If It is merely to produce a clgaret have found out there is a Judge oa
fiend, or a manikin that has the breath the bench, and that the gambling
of a turkey buzzard or consider, him law goes. Judge Cooley got up from
self a human sponge for alcoholic a sick bed to sentence a bunch of
drinks. Nor does It pay to raise
them, and they wished he had died
boy who has an unconquerable aver- before he got up. He read them th
sion to work or who has a laugh riot act and fined them $100 each,
that would make an untutored don and added a jail sentence ot Blx
detentio
key feel perfectly at home In his months In the county
company. In such case, the $4,000 bureau. As these were the first ofhad been better Invested in bank fences the Judge suspended sentence
stock or taking a trip around the as regards the imprisonment, during
world. On the other hand, if the boy good behavior, lf any of the bunch
grows into a temperate, industrious, h caught gambling again he will havt
upright young man with high ideals, to serve the jail sentence."
then the $4,000 could not have been
better invested, for It Is such boys
"When a man playfully points a
who are the hope of the republic and
gun at you, knock him down. Do not
an honor to mankind.
stop to Inquire whether It is loaded
Do not be
or not, knock him down.
It Is a marvel that the death rate
what you knock him down
of New Mexico cities Is so low, a, it particular see
that he Is thoroughly
with, only
is, when It Is considered that so many
down. If a coroner's Inquest is held,
healthBeekers come to the territory
let It be on the other fellow. He will
in the last stages' of consumption. not
be missed." This advice ot an
Last evening's Albuquerque Citizen- eastern
exchange I, alright, except
enumerated
Tribune, for instance,
shouldn't wait until the rethat
death. In the Duke City and each of volveryouIs
at you. It's too late
pointed
health-seeke- r
was
a
those deaths
that of
then. The gun toter should not be
terrior
another
state
from
given that much of a show. The Jail
tory. Some of them had come years, 1, the
proper place for any man
few
and
months
a
ago,
other, only
known to be lugging around with him
the cold snap of the last few days a
revolver or a pistol.
hastened their end. It is a crime on
the part of any physician to keep at
A foreign scientist who visited the
home consumptives until all hope for
BtateB recently, said at the
recovery is gone and then send them United
to the southwest to die, a crime for Dry Farming Congress at Billings,
which the criminal law ought to pro Mont.:
'In America the farmer Is ever too
vide a stiff penalty.
prone to farm too much land. They
"I shall do my duty as I see It in keep themselves 'land poor' as we
this office without fear or favor," say. If they would farm less land and
writes Joseph E, Morrison, appointed farm It better It would be done with
U. S. attorney for Arizona, to his greater profit to themselves. A forty
father. "In the eye of the law all acre farm under proper conditions is
men arc equal and, as a legal repre- an abundance ot land."
This applies especially to New Mex
sentative of the United States so shall
they bo in my olllclal eye. While I ico conditions whore intensive farm
am under many obligations to my ing will bring better results
than
warm and steadfast friends of Ari farming on a large scale.
zona, for my present advancement,
there is not one among them that
Morning
Says the Albuquerque
would for a moment Indicate to me Journal today under the beading:
the slightest desire that I should de- "The Breaking of a Record":
part in the least way from the strict"Tell It not In Santa Fe, nor publish
est enforcement of the duties of my It In the streots of Las Vegas, but lt'
office."
Noble sentiments these, be- true, all the same, that for
three
fitting the stalwart son of an upright whole days In succession seventy-tw- o
father, hnd as becomes a graduate of
the
consecuilvo hours during
St. Michael's College In this city.
present week, the sun has not show
hi, face In Albuquerque. Such a case
Amtstad, Union county, announces never occurred before In the history
II self a, a candidate for the
capital of of the town, and all good Albuquer-quean- ,
the Sunshine Stale after 1915. There
will pray that It may never
will be other,,
occur again."
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Rev, George J. Julllard of Gallup Goei
to New York on an Important
Mlaslon.

Governor Curry Respites
Sentence to Life

GRMTEMPOemNJUNGTION
Taos Valley Land Case Before
Judge McFio Incorporation
Filed.

(Fr. Anselm Weber, O. F. M.)
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National Guard Orden.
omce of tne Adju,at General
Santa Fe N. M.. Dec. 24. 1909.
The following are commissioned as
otucers in the National Guard of New
Mexico
to date from December 1,
1909:

Otto F. Edler, as captain; B. F.
Littleton, as first lieutenant; Frank
H. Donahue, as second lieutenant.
Captain Otto F. Edler is assigned
to the command of that company of
tie National Guard stationed at Tucumcari, N. M. LieutenantB Littleton
and Donahue are assigned to that
company of the National Guard stationed at Tucumcari and will report
in person to Captain Otto F. Edler for
duty.
By command of the Governor.
A. S. BROOKES.

Acting Adjutant General.
Christmas Pardon,
Governor Curry this afternoon had
a
for
recommendations
Hpvernl
Christmas pardon at the penitentiary
under consideration this anernoon
and as all appeared to be worthy had
a rather hard time reaching a decision. This will not be announced
ALBUQUERQUE BALL PLAYERS
RECEIVE GOOD PROPOSITIONS.
Pitcher "Rube" Weeks and Salazar
Sign Up With the Fort Worth
Ball Team.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 24.
"Rnhn" Weeks, for two seasons one
of the mainstays of the pitching staff
on the Albuquerque Grays has been
signed up by the Fort Worth team
of the Texas League and will Join the
Lone Star aggregation early In Feb
Providing Weeks
ruary for a try-oumakes good he will receive a very
substantial salary with all expenses.
If he falls down he will be paid well
for the time he spends in trying out
and the offer all around Is quite satisfactory to Weeks who yesterday signed the contract and forwarded it to
J. W. Morris, president of the Fort
Worth baseball club. Weeks had an
offer rom
Denyer cub ol the
but ,d not accept.
Weatern ,
,
.,
,
saiazar, an" a wjunrei wi
was a
up bJr Fort Wort
i mrn i ha niro. If Hallizar and
Weeks play the ball in Texas that
they played In Albuquerque last year
they will have little difficulty in making the Texans recognize their worth
on the diamond.

fi..

TO
SPOIL THEIR CHRISTMAS.

DID NOT WANT

Tim
Sullivan's Funeral
Therefore
Took Place Today as He Had
Wished.

New York, Dec. 24. The funeral today of Alderman "Little Tim" Sulli
po
and
van, Bowery benetactor
lender, who never touched a
drop of liquor or smoked, drew one of
the largest and most picturesque
crowds ever assembled on the East
Side.
City officers and prominent
churchmen attended as well as delegations from the many societies and
clubs to which he belonged,
"Little Time's" dying wish was,
"bury me Friday morning. I want the
poor lioys on the Boyery to have their
Christinas dinner Saturday and I want
you to put mo nwny so as not to
spoil their Christmas.

int!

sprained ankle will usually disable the Injured person for three or
four weeks. . This Is duo to lnck of
Chamber-Iain'- s
When
proper treatment.
Lliiltnent Is applied a cure may
bo effected In three or four days. This
liniment Is one of the beat and mo: t
remarkable preparations In use. Sold
by all druggists.
A

WILL

EXCURSIONS

6E

WHISKY TAINTED BREATH
CAUSE FOR DIVORCE.

1910 POLICY FORMS APPROVED

Governor Curry, Territorial Treas
urer M. A. Otero Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford and Captain of
lie Mounted Police went to Albuquerque yesterday and returned today.
Policy Forms Approved.
The Insurance department of the
Territory today passed upon and
forty-fou- r
forms of policies foi
he Equitable Life Insurance Society
forms for
of New York and forty-fiv- e
Life Insurance
ihe Pacific Mutual
Company of Lob Angeles to be Issued
after January 1, 1910, and the limited
payment life form of the Germanic
Life Insurance Company.
Found No Diseased Cattle,
The tuberculosis test of all dairy
cattle In this district naB been completed and not a single diseased animal was found In the entire Inspection district of E. E. Van Horn, of
this city. Mr. Van Horn today Inspected a shipment of cattle made by S. M,
Reeves of Stanley, southern Santa
Fe county, to Santa Fe.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Curry yesterday appoint
ed A. M. Edwards of Farmington,
San Juan county, a notary public.
New National Guard Company.
A company of the First Regiment
of Infantry of the National Guard has
been mustered In by Acting Adjutant
General Brooks, with Otto F. Edler as
captain; B. F. Littleton, first lieutenant and Frank H. Donahue as second
Under the Dick bill, 58
lieutenant.
men are necessary before a company
can be mustered In.

Colorado Judge Holds That No Decent SALVATION
Woman Should Tolerate It In
Her Husband.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 27. "Every woman has a harder load to carry than
her husband. God made It so, and
we cannot change It. I believe this
woman will be willing to do what ev
ery woman does, take the worst of It,
and I would prefer postponing the
signing of this decree until the last
day of this term to give her an opportunity to make up her mind." Shat-tuc- k
The last act of Judge Hubert
on Christmas was an effort to reconcile a husband and wife, Nellie
and Archie Parnall. There waB vindication for Mrs. Narnall In the verdict
of a Jury which founi Parnall guilty
of cruelty and gave Mrs. Parnall a de
cree, but Judge Shatmck, believing
Parnall's protestations that he still
loves his wife and wants to live with
her, tried to save the home for the
sake of the children. He thinks that
if the wife will consider her obligations and meet her husband half way
he will reform.
'I don't want her to do that unless
she Is satisfied that he will never
come to her again with whisky-tain- t
ed breath," he said. "It seems to me
a woman is going a long way when
she overlooks a thins of that sort.
But I believe this man recognizes, by
the verdict of this Jury, that other
men will not approve ot a man coming home to his wife drunk and treating her unkindly."
The old fashioned way of dosing a
the
weak stomach, or stimulating
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
error.
Snoop's first pointed out this
Dr.
This Is why hl3 prescription
Shoop's Itestoratlve is directed en
tirely to the cause of these ailments
the weak Inside or controlling nerves.
It Isn't so difficult.' says Dr. Shoop, to
strengthen a weak Stomach. Heart or
Kidneys, If one goes at It correctly.
Each loBlde organ has Us controlling
or Inside nerve. When these nerves
tail, then those organs must Burely
falter. These vital truths are leading
druggists everywhere to dispense and
recommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Test It a few days, and see! Improvement will promptly and surely follow.
Co .
Sold by Strlpllng-BurrowMEETS WITH FEARFUL
ACCIDENT

ON

CHRISTMAS.

Former Saloon Keeper Otto Retsch
is Gored Fatally By an Angry
Bull.

Vnaienlnv evening at five o'clock at
his residence on Galisteo street, Otto
Retsch, former Santa Fe saloon keeper, died from the effects of Injuries
received by being gored by an angry
bull. For a long time Rotsch owned
big black bull of a very ferocious
ntiu-which he keut corraled near
On Christ
his place of residence
mas morning he went out to the cor-rwith tin- - Intention of breaking the
lea which had formed in the water
tr ougli. Ho had no sooner started to
chlop the ice when the bull charged at
In another
hiIm with lowered head.
in slant Iletsch was flying tlfleen feet
When ho fell to the
lie air.
In to
gr outiil the bull rushed at him again
and tmmnled on him repeatedly.
Retsch lost consciousness for considerable time. When he regained
his seam's he painfully made his way
the house and Informed nts wire
the accident. Complaining of. sere pains tie went to bed and a doc
tor was called. On Sunday no grew
worse and in the evening succumbed
to ills Injuries.
lietseh was forty-thre- e
years of age.
The funeral will
Ho leaves u widow.
take place tomorrow afternoon at two
o'clock from tne ennpei or tne wag- on
nor umler! ailing establishment
Hii Francisco stroot. The remnlna
will bo interred In the Odd Fellows'
cemetery.

INSTITUTE.

BEING

Nevertheless.

Region of Small Farms and In Inspector Found no Diseased
rush of Homeseekers i
Dairy Cattle in Santa Fe
District.
Expected.
Special to the New Mexican.
Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 27. The auc
tion sale ot excess lands under the
New
Carlsbad
Irrigation
project
Mexico, which was scheduled to take
place on February 15, 1910, has been
postponed by the secretary of the
interior until February 21. The railfor homeseekroads have arranged
era' excursions from the east on the
first and fifteenth of that month, and
It is desired to hold the sale on such
a data that It may be attended by
persons taking advantage of the ex
cursions.
The general elevation of these
lauds is 3,100 feet above sea level,
ranges from
and the temperature
zero to 110 above. The soil is a light,
sandy alluvium and very fertile. The
lfrincipal crops In the valley are
peaches, pears, apples, cherries, small
fruits, alfalfa, cotton, sweet potatoes,
truck. Fodder
and garden
celery
corn, cane and mlln maize produce
good crops. Stock raising is very
profitable, owing to the extensive
range lands on the east and west. The
Santa Fe railroad furnishes transportation facilities to nearby markets
and to Denver and Chicago.
This is a region of small farms and
communities
compact agricultural
and offers an unusual advantage to
persons with small means who desire
to secure homes.

MILITARY

There Will Be No Vacation But the
. Holidays Will Be Observed

Company

Til

.or

MEXICO

to Under Carlsbad Irrigation Mustered in at Tucumcari
With Otto F. Elder,
Project Take Place on
Develop Antonio Martinez Grant
February 21
Captain
of

Intention

inrougnom me lemioiy iur
ability, his great eloquence and
genial disposition, has decided to
REFUSED
leave the Archdiocese of Santa Fe to
EXTENSION
assume an office of much graver responsibility and wider usefulness.
The Rev. Florentine MeyerB, O. F.
. T. Hardy Must Begin Work
M
has been appointed his successor
on Santa Cruz Proas pastor of Gallup, and the Rev. Robposition.
ert Kalt, O. F. M., his assistant.
Some months ago the position of
associate director general, cumjure
Governor Curry returned this noon
successions, of the Society for the from Albuquerque where he met a
in
United
Faith
the
Propagation of the
number of business men and discuss
In
New ed with them the work of the tax com- atntnu with hoArinnflrtern
'
York City, was not only offered, but mission aud other matters.
........ 1.1., 1...
-n HAn - ,
I..
HHUllgiy UTKeU llUII 1IIU1 UJ vt.P UHCVIncorporations.
torate of Paris, France, and New
Incorporation papers were filed toto
his
leave
York.
reluctant
Though
day by the Taos Land Company which
parish and the archdiocese and the has a capitalization of $300,000, dividcountry to which he had endeared ed into 3,000 shares and begins busihimself, he did not deem It Just to ness with a
paid up capital of $2,100.
himself and the cause to decline.
The headquarters are at Taos, but the
The Most Rev. J. B. Pltaval, D. D.,
company will also hold meetings at
archbishop of Santa Fe, who greatly Santa Fe and Las Vegas. The incor
nHroa his ncrsnnitl friendshlu and
H.
Hill,
Charles
porators are:
r
highly appreciates his valuable serv Charles A. Watson of Chicago;
ices and sterling qualities, at last
R. Manby of Taos, who is named
of
the di as the New Mexico agent, and Joce-lyvlelded tn the liuoortunlties
rectorate of the Propagation ot the
B. Manby of Trinidad, Colo., five
consent.
Faith and gave a reluctant
shares each, and Andrieus A. Jones of
Historic Clermont Ferrand, where Las
Vegas, one share. The company
his one defeat will
Ceasar suffered
develop the Antonio Martinez
the
where
through Vercingetorlx,
grant.
first Crusade was preached by Peter
also
The Tans Irrigation Company
the Hermit and decreed by Pope Urthe parties
ban the Second in 1095 Clermont, Bled Incorporation papers,
same as those in
the mother of missionaries and mis- Interested being the
the Taos Land Company. The capisionary bishops (among others Archtalization is $1,000,000, divided into
bishops Lamy, Salpolnte and Bour-gad- o
The company begins
and Bishop Macheheuf hailing 60,000 Bhares.
business with a paid up capital of
from there) was his birthplace.
The New Mexico agent is A. R.
Born In 1807, he began his studies
and the Incorporators and di
Manby
in the college of Blllom, founded by
rectors
are the same as those named
them
Charlemagne, and completed
first four subscribing to
In the Laval University of Montreal, above, the
25 shares each and the last named to
cum
maxima
Canada, graduating
6 shares.
lauae, at me neaa oi ms ciass, uuu j No Extension of Time Granted
meriting the title of S. T. L., I. e. LiTerritorial Engineer Vernon L. But
centiate of Sacred Theology. Ordain
llvRn todav refused the application of
ed by Archbishop Salpointe in oep- .
,.
of Espanola
- T. Hardy
tember of 1890 at Santa Fe, he was
to
wnIch
'
"w
'
assigned to the Cathedral of that on
his proposed power ' project or the
Two years of zealous and ef-Place.
northern Santa Fe
ective work as assistant, and, after- - Santa Cruz river,

Instead of issuing tne customary
Christmas padon, OoVarujir Curry
commuted the death sentence of Santos Ortli at Stiver City to life im.
prisonment in the territorial penlteu-tlnryGovernor Curry took this step
It aputter careful consideration.
pears that the Territory before the
a
to
trial had offered
accept plea ot
that
guilty lu the second degree;
Ortls waB too poor to engage an attorney and that on account of poverty no appeal was taken to the territorial supreme court.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Alamogordo
Consumers Light and Power Company
Otero
county,
of
Alamogordo,
f'harles E. Mitchell was designated as
New Mexico agent. The capitalization is 150,000, divided into 1,000
shares. The company begins with a
The Inpaid up capital of $38,600.
corporators and directors, are: George
Carl, 750 shares; George Weigie, to
shareB; James A. Balrd, 10 shares.
Arrests by Mounted Police.
Sergeant J. W. Collier of the mounted police at Betancla, arrested a man
named Bone, aged 37 years, for shootday;
ing up the town on Christmas
Ves. Walkup for carrying a pistol; W.
J. McAdaniB for assault with a deadly
weapon, McAdaras being lined $100
and costs, and A. L. Montgomery for
assault.
Lodged in the Penitentiary.
Sheriff Julius Meyer and Sergeant
W.
Collier, of the mounted police,
J.
reyestreday lodged the following
cruits In the penitentiary:. Lewis
three to four years for burglary and larceny; George Boyles, 1 to
2 years for burglary; Leslie Johnston
or
thedra. as
one to two years for burglary. The chaplain of the Sisters of Loretto
three were sentenced by Judge John showed his ability to such an extent
R. McFIe.
that bis archbishop placed mm in
Writ of Injunction Granted.
charge of the Gallup parish with resiJudge John R. McFIe today grant- dence, during the first two years, at
ed a temporary writ of Injunction Cebolleta. The parish, at that time,
upon petition ot Golden Barrett comprised a territory of about 16,000
Comagainst the Taos Valley Land
square mlleB, and even now It company, A. R. Manby, et al., to restrain prises about 10,000 square miles an
of
the
defendants from disposing
Immense field with Its 20 Mexican vilreproperty, etc. The writ is
lages and settlements, it 14 Pueblo In28.
on
turnable
January
dian villages, Its 7 mining camps, Fort
Naturalization of Syrians.
Wlngate and Gallup proper enough
Nathan Salmon, the San Francisco to overtax the abilities and endurance
street merchant, today received the of a
giant. Though not a giant phyIsfollowing copy of an official order
(being of old Gaul stock),
sued by Secretary of Commerce and sically
Father Julllard proved himself, as far
Labor Charles Nagel and addressed as It was
possible for mortal man,
to the clerks of courts exercising Jurnot
proceed- to eaual to this herculean task,
isdiction in naturalization
faithfully to the
Jur only by attending
courts
exercising
of
"Clerks
ings:
wants of his parlshonera, but
isdiction in naturalization proceeaings spiritual
mem in
will please disregard any request or also by effectively assisting
oftheir temporal needs.
direction heretofore made by any
New churches built at San Rafael
ficer ot this division of the department, whereby such clerks are called and San Jose, churches and chapels
dec- restored or repaired and enlarged at
upon to refuse to receive or file
the
larations of intention and petitions Acoma, Cebolleta and Gallup,
for naturalization by reason ot any beautiful grotto of Our Lady of
diviPortales with the statue of Our Lady
meaning hitherto given by the
sion of naturalization to the words, of Lourdes adorning It, and the paswhile persons and persons of African toral residence at Gallup are permasec- nent monumentB of his
ability and
nativity or descent, as used in
zeal.
tion 2109 R. 8."
The Leopold Case,
Amid all these exacting duties and
isGovernor Curry has decided to
occupations he was ingenious in findthe
to
Carl
Leopold,
a
sue pardon
ing time to give vent to his literary
Pofcwell saloonkeeper, who had been propensity In series of brilliant articommitted to Jail for sixty days on cles published in French In the Misan old commitment under which he sions Cathollques, In publishing his
had violated his parole. Judge W. H. Notlcias Rellgiosas In Spanish for five
M. Hervey
Pope, District Attorney J.
years and In publishing the Pioneer, a
and others. In view of the fact that monthly, literary, political and religsentthe
of
Leopold has served part
ious review of great merit, devoted
ence were not opposed to executive more
especially to southwestern life.
clemency.
His ability as an organizer showed
No Smallpox at Good Roadt Camp.
itself especially when the Clergy ReDr. James A. Hassle, of the terrilief Union was established, whose sectorial board of health, visited the good
retary he has been ever since Its founroads camp near Thornton and found dation, whilst vast numbers witnessed
that the case quarantined for small- . his thrilling eloquence on the occaschicken-poxpox was merely a case of
ions of the funeral ot the late lamented Archbishop Bourgade and of the
Christmas Observance at Pen.
reception of the Pallium of His Grace,
Christmas dtnner at the peniten- the Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, D. D.
for
tiary provided an unusual feast
The great success attendant upon
the prisoners. Roast goose with ap- hl is various activities and undertak- stewed
ple sauce, mashed potatoes,
Ings In the past are an earnest ot nts
corn, mince pie, tea and coffee proved success in the immense field before
donated
by
menu.
Cigars
a tempting
him with Us immeasurable possibiliH. B. Cartwrlght and Brother were
ties.
the
In
afternoon,
the
passed around.
His confreres lu the ministry and
octnmnrv ovnrnlspa were held in the
the host of friends and acquaintances
Santa
de
Banda
which
La
for
chapel
throughout the territory and beyond,
Fe furnished the music.
whilst regretting his loss, will certainly have their congratulations and
KIT CARSON MEMORIAL
heartfelt good wlHhes follow him
ASSOCIATION ORGANIZED. their
to his wide field of labor, commensurate to his attainments and abilities;
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 27. The pit
field of labor he will leave
Carson Memorial Association was or- for whioh
on the 23rd of January, 1910.
of
a
at
pioneer
meeting
here
ganized
May God speed his every undertakiresidents of Las Animas county, held
In honor of the 100th anniversary of ng.
the birth of the noted scout. Mayor
Preventlcs, the new Candy Cold
Daniel L. Taylor, a friend and asso-ciatof Carson, was elected presi- Cure Tablets, are said by druggists to
dent of the organization and a com- have four special specific advantages
to Incorporate. over all other remedies for a cold.
mittee was minted
Among others who knew Carson in First They contain no Quinine, nothhis lifetime, and. who spoke, were ing harsh or sickening. Second Thoy
in
Third-Plea- sant
Major liaphael Chncon, who served
give almost Instant relief,
to' the taste, like candy.
the BHtne regiment with Carson; Alex
W.
A.
Fourth A lure box 48 PreventicH
Taylor, a stage driver, and
Archibald, the oldest pioneer in Las at 25 cents.
Also fine for feverish
was
association
Co
Animas county. The
children. Sold by Stripling-Burrowa
erect
to
fund
a
to
raise
formed
statue of Carson In what is known as SUCCESSOR TO SENATOR
Kit Carson park In this city. The
A. J, M'LAURIN.
park was given to Trinidad by Major
of
Taylor and lies along the course
Jackson, Mlssfi, Dec. 27. Governor
the Santa Fe trull.
Neel today announced the appointof
James Gordon,
After exposure, and when you feel a ment of Colonel
as United States Senator to
cold coming on, take Foley's ::ney Oknlona,
The
the Into A, J. McLnitrln.
and Tar, tlio great throat and Urns succeed
is temporary until the
remedy. It slops the cough, relieves appointment can elect n successor ami
the congestion and expels the cold legislature
Is mildly laxa Is mndo with the understanding that
frnm vnur system.
miini. Gordon will not be a candi
Sold by
tive. Refuse substitutes,
date for this term.
all druggists.
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CHRISTMAS TREE.

ARMY

Boys
Two Hundred and Twenty-fivand Girls Visited By 8anta
Claus.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 24. The
ChrUtmas celebration held by the
Salvation Army in the Armory yes
terday afternoon to provide holiday
cheer for the needy boys and girls
of Albuquerque was a tremendous
Bticcess from every standpoint and
was one of the biggest demonstra
tions ot its kind ever given by the
local Army workers.
boyB
Two hundred and twenty-fiv- e
and girls, many of them accompanied
celethe
attended
by their parents,
bration and were made happy by the
presents which good old Santa Claus
had left for them on the two large
Christmas trees which had been prepared for his coming by the Salvation Army soldiers. The trees had
candles
with
been gaily decorated
and
and stars and other fixtures,
were simply loaded down with toys.
and hundreds of useful presents.
Each child was given a package containing a book or a game, suspenders,
neckties, stockings and gloves, according to the age and sex and Judgment of the army officers. The packages were bo arranged, however, that
every child received toys and articles
proporof wearing apparel in equal
tions and they were all satisfied and
glad and happy. The little folks were
arranged around the trees In squads
of tens. After they had been fitted
out they were sent to the Armory
galleries, where they waited until all
the presents had been distributed.
Then marched down stairs again and
each child was presented with a large
bag of candy and nuts. These bags
weighed a pound each and contained
a half pound of good candy and half
pound fine nuts. Each package also
contained a pretty puzzle. Excellent
music, appropriate to the occasion
was furnished during the afternoon
Inby the United States government
dian school band, which volunteered
its service to the Salvation Army
gratis. There were many spectators
of the celebration in attendance, all
of whom were seated in the galleries,
the floor of the Armory being given
away entirely to the little folks. The
affair was a big success in every way
and reflects much credit on Captain
Burnett aud
Clements, Lieutenant
other assistants who have worked
faithfully for the past three weeks to
make the Christmas celebration the
biggest and best that was ever held j
j
by the Army in Albuquerque.
The Salvation Army pot, which has
ol
been doing duty Ht the corner
Second street and Central avenue for
octo
continue
several days past, will
cupy its position all day today andj
those who have ns yet failed to con
tribute their mite toward the good
work being carried on by the Army
will have one mont
in Alhiiquerquo
opportunity to do ho. On cnristmas
day the Salvationists will bring Joy
to the heartB of the prisoners In the
county Jail by having a Christmas
tree celebration in that institution.
The Army has been put to considerable expense In carrying on charitable
work during the past ten days and!
the indications are that there will bu
somewhat of a deficit In the treasury
alter January 1. In the event, howj
ever, that there ia any more left
over anil above what Is expended for
Christmas tree tuul relief work. It
will lie used to enrry on the regular
work of the local barracks.

Hexamethylenetetramine
Tlie above Is the name of a Herman
chemical, which Is one of the many
valuable Ingredients of I'oleys KidHexnnietliylenetetra-i.- .
ney Remedy.
liv medical text
i
iiiiui'i i ,.n,i,,lwn,i
L, ',...
books and authorities ns a uric ncld
solvent, and antiseptic for the urine.
Take Foley's Kidney Remedy ns soon
ns you notice any irregulnrltles and
avoid a serious malady. Sold by all
druggists.

Special Corresiiondence of The New
Mexican,
Koswell, X. M., Dec. 24. As usual,
the N'. .M. .M. I. work will continue
through the holiday season. This policy, by a number of yeara' experience,
lias proven to be the best. The school
Is mostly made up of students from a
distance; from towns of the Rio
Grande valley, from the San Juan val-lefrom the upper Pecos, Taos and
Katon, and from northeast New Mexico, besides many from Arizona, west
Texas and California as well as many
eastern states. It would be very hard
for even a majority of the cadets to
Bpend Christmas at their homes without losing from two to three weeks
ot study and at a cost of from $20 to
(100 dollars. The authorities consider that It Is better to keep all of the
cadets and to continue the work than
tn grant those who can afford to go
home furloughs. By doing away with
the Christmas holidays, the work continues without a break. There is no
distraction for the week preceding
Christmas, as is usually the case
where students become excited over
the anticipation of a Christmas trip.
The homestlckness and the lag, which
naturally follows the returning to
school after the holidays Is also avoided by this system.
The cadets at the N. M. M. I, how
ever, are anticipating a pleasant time
during their recreation hours for the
next ten days. There will be a sus
pension of drills, so that the only
duties they will have to perform will
be their class work and garrison duties.
Arrangements have been made for
a dance to be given in the Intltute
gymnasium Christmas eve. This will
be a large and brilliant affair and will
be enjoyed by the cadets and their
friends. An Informal dance will also
be had In Ihe gymnasium on Monday
afternoon.
The duck shooting Is excellent on
the rivers near Roswell, and many
hunting permits are to be granted to
the young soldiers.
A splendid turkey dinner Is being
prepared for Christmas day. The holiday dinners at the Institute mess hall
are always excellent, and this year an
exera effort Ib being made to satisfy
the appetites of the vigorous boys.
The Christmas box from home affords great pleasure at the Institute.
The cadets eagerly watch the express,
and when the box arrives, Invites
their friends to feast. These boxes
are usually last throughout the Christmas season. No one really knows the
Joy of a Christmas box who has not
attended a military school and remained on duty during the holidays.
Mrs. Caroline Otero Is a guest at
the Gllkerson hotel, where she expects to remain during the Christmas
holidays, visiting her son McGulU,
who is a dashing young sargeant in
the corpB of cadets.
Quite s number of parents have sig
nified their intentions of visiting Roswell during Christmas week In order
to be with their boys, preferring to
inconvenience themselves and leave
their homos at this season to taking
their boys out of school.
The teachers, who visit Roswell
next week to attend the Territorial
Teachers' Association, will be given
a special drill by the cadets. All visiting teachers are invited to visit the
school and note the progress being
made by the New Mexico , Military
school.
Despite the fact that for the past
week the thermometer
has been
around zero and snow has been falling
for several days, the attendance at the
Institute hag been 100 per cent, A record of this kind is only possible In
a military school. It Is one of the
great advantages that such a school
has over other schools. In the Institute, all cadets live in barracks, and
are under the immediate cars of officers, no one being allowed to cut
class unless excused by the surgeon.
Out of the ISO cadets at the present
time not a single man can escape being present at class formations or
from night study unless accounted for
by the military authorities.
Although the weather has been unusually bud of late, the class work
has continued In the temporary class
rooms, which are heated by steam.
Work on the New Academic building is being pushed as rapidly as possible. Most of the material Is now on
the ground and it is to be noped that
the building will be ready for use before the end of this session. When
completed it will be one of the finest
school buildings in the southwest
The second halt session begins January 3rd, at which time several new
cadets are scheduled to report for
duty. Tills means that all quarters
will be full to their limit. This, however, Is not unusual at the Institute,
for there lias never boen a vacant
room on the grounds for the past five
years. The demand for admission is
always greater than the capacity of
Ihe school will permit.
If you are suffering from

ness, constipation, indigestion,

biliouschron-

ic headache, invest one cent in a
postal card, send to Chamberlain
Medicine Co., Des Moines, Iowa, wiui
your name and nddress plainly on the
free sample of Chamberlain s Stomach
back, and they will forward ycu a
and Liver Tablets. Sold by all drug-

gists.
STEVENS HELD
MURDER

FOR
OF MACKENZIE.

Victim Was Son of a Well Known
Cattleman of the Southwest
Pleads Self Defense.
Aberdeen. S. II., Dec. 2?. D. F.
Stevens today was held for trial for
tlio murder of David C. Mackenzie at
I.ebeaii. South Dakota, two weeks
ano. Mackenzie was a son of Mr.
Maci;en:ie of Trinidad, Colorado, one
cf the most widely known cattlemen
of the country. Stevens claims self
defense.

MADE

Development of Lobato Grant
North of Santa Fe
Planned
RICH IN

VARIOUS

RESOURCES

Railroad to Be Built Up Chama
and El Rito Valleys by
Owners.
Special Correspondence of the

New

Mexican.

Dec. 24. The
Ablqulu, N. M
Henry A. Allen Company of Chicago,
consulting engineers, who are In
charge of the construction of the Irrigation project on the Arroyo Hondo,
six miles south of Santa Fe, and also
of the engineering and development
of the Lobato grant In Rio Arriba
county, which is now owned by Colorado Springs capitalists, have four
large engineering corps in the field,
one of which Is In charge of princi
pal Assistant Engineer W. E. CalH-daand has reached Ablqulu relocating the old grade of the Denver and
Rio Grande railroad.
Mr. Calliday's corps Is about to run
a location survey up El Rlto creek for
a branch line to El Rito to connect
with the old D. & R. G. grade.
Timber Cruisers at Work,
A party of expert timber
cruisers
from the Pacific coast, In the employ
of Henry A. Allen Company, are estimating and classifying the heavy
timber on the grant under the direction of Assistant Engineer McDonald
and Geologist J. W. Reed ot the same
company.
Headquarters at El Rlto.
The general headquarters of this
survey are at El Rlto where Chief En
gineer R. W. H. Baldwin directs the
general conduct of the examination,
which will be a complete geodetic. Irrigation, timber and railroad survey
for the purpose ot preparing a tech
nical banking house report upon the
completion of which the bonds will
be underwritten.
An Energetic Engineering Firm.
Henry A. Allen & Company, besides
handling the Lobato grant and the
Arroyo Hondo irrigation project, have
charge of the construction of the
Washington Springs, Spa and Gretta
railroad at Washington, D. C, and
several big water power propositions
In the west They are consulting engineers for capitalists in Chicago, Albany and Buffalo. Col. Henry Allen,
who was In Ablqulu In September
with Engineer Baldwin, was one of
the engineers selected by former Pres
ident Roosevelt to examine the Panama canal and. Is considered one of the
greatest authorities of the day, In the
matter of Irrigation plants and mechanical and hydraulic engineering,
for which knowledge he was selected
for the Panama canal task. Colonel
Allen will probably be In this vicinity
In a few weeks.
Work Progressing Rapidly.
Despite the snow and the unusual
cold, the work Is being pushed as rap-Idl- y
as accuracy and thoroughness
will permit, Chief Engineer Baldwin
stales and will be completed in a few
weeks.
Great Significance of Work.
The development and improvement
of this grant. Is perhaps one of the
most important projects ever undertaken in the territory and certainly
within Rio Arriba county. The title
to the lands Is unquestioned and the
resources Of the tract are almost unlimited. Chamita Is located near the
southeast corner Just outside of the
grant. El Rlto Is within the grant at
the northeast corner. The historic
and second oldest town In the territory Ablqulu within the Ablqulu grant
Is Just west of the ecnter of the LoThe Chama river trabato grant.
verses the grant, having a fall of almost 300 feet in its course bisecting
the grant. El Rito creek, a tributary
also furnishes considerable ot a water supply as do other tributary
streams. The population is of American-Spanish
descent, most of It, except the older people, speaking Eng-lasand
fluently. The agricultural
horticultural possibilities of this section are identical with those of the
Espanola valley, except that the clr
mate and altitude are superior for potatoes. For years past, potatoes of
the famous Greeley varieties have
been grown with success and with
nothing but the crude methods of native irrigation. The California beans
thrive here as do vegetables of every
variety. The fruit orchards if prop,
erly cared for would compare favorably with any In the territory. With
the coming of a railroad and the advantages of an abundance ot capital,
the development of this tract of 150,-00acres means a new era for this
portion of the coming Sunshine state.
TAOS

LAND

DIFFI-

CULTIES SETTLED.
Taos, N. M., Dec. 26. The Hill sult
against the Taos Valley Land Company and A. 11. Manby has been dismissed, evory controversy being satisfactorily and amicably adjusted, the
Taos Valley Land Company selling
it sholdings in Taos county to the
Taos Land Company anil the Taos Irrigation Company, which newly organized corporations are backed by
substantial eastern capitalists
who
will spare no efforts to develop this
famous valley, which is everywhere
regarded as tile most beautiful and
fertile in the Southwest,'
Mrs. S. Joyce, Clareniont, N.
H..
writes: "About n year ago I bought
two bottles of Foley's Kidney .Remedy. II cured me of a severe case of
kidney trouble or several years standing. It certainly Is a grand,
good
medicine, and I heartily recommend
It." Sold byall druggists,
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a trifle crossWhile the monk
great city it was des
deciding factors that determine wheth- ish origin that would tend to prove bottle filled with a brown colored
be tQlJ! Assistant U, S. Attorney tined to be.
Whenever there Is a snowstorm or er a man shall be hanged or escape any of this work was done under fluid. When the train slowed up at
eyed.
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Parker says!
a drop of temiierature in New Mex- with his life, then no man should be Spanish rule. If otherwise true, then the local depot, he placed the bottle
he
"I think it safe to say that every MAY HOLD OVER TWO YEARS ico, reports are Bent out of heavy hanged for the assertion will always Implements, utensils and
and descended from There's the dealer in muslins,
mining In his
looks very dry;
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losses ot stock and of terrible suffer- be made that If the condemned crimi- mothods employed by the Jesuits the train. Landing on the platform of
city, village and hamlet whose daughtThe swordsman resembles a fence;
ers are fair to look upon, has been or
The Union County Herald nomi ing, when as a matter of fact, there nal had the coin to take his case to were identically the same as those the depot, he turned and started as
will be, as time proceeds, the hunting nates Register Edward W. Fox for are no losses and there have been a higher tribunal he would have es- of the Pueblo Indians. All of the stone accurately as could be expected under The baseball left fielder now looks
like a fly;
hammers and sledges found about the circumstances, to walk along the
ground of some procurer or agent for delegate to Congress to succeed Dele- no suffering. Thus, the Albuquerque caped hanging.
And the banker Is like thirty cents.
theso ancient diggings were made railroad track In the direction of
the white slave syndicate. I do not gate W. H. Andrews as the Republi- Morning Journal, under a dispatch
hornblende-andeslte,
common to Lamy.
After walking considerable
say this rashly, nor for the purpose can nominee next November. The from Fort Sumner, Guadaluiie county,
Durlng the past ten years 1C7 per- from
expression is
of startling villagers
where the woods will be full of candidates, no tells of heavy loss of sheep by the sons were Wiled in the coal mines the region, and especially adapted for distance he arrived at the Deaf and On the lawyer a wlll-fu- l
traced;
church bell and the school bell are doubt, but there will be no election Salado Livestock Company, and to of New Mexico. This is a very small the purpose used, due to toughness Dumb Institute and ther announced
The singer's person of tone;
that he desired to put up for the night.
practically the only sounds which for delegate next year, unless all make the tale still more lurid tells of figure when compared with the 19,775 and freedom from fracture.
name sake Is
One stone sledge taken from these He was
break the peace and quiet of the com- signs fall. Congress proposes to pass the death of a herder from exporsure persons killed In the coal mines of
promptly chased whereupon George Washington's
to have weighed he continued
real hatchet faced;
bis shambling prommunity, but I make the statement for a bill authorizing the holding ot a con- A telegram received this morning the United States in that period. But old workings Is said
The butcher displays some backthe purpose of sounding a warning to stitutional convention to draft a fun- from Fort Sumner gives assurance It must be remembered, that compar- 20 pounds, and had a portion of the enade towards tho penitentiary. Upon
about Ihe grove when
bone.
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that very resident, that very mother, damental law to be submitted to the that the Salado Livestock Company atively small number of men have handle intact
reaching the door of the pen he was
that daughter, who sits In that school people next November, In order to sustained no losses and that there has been employed In the Industry in this found; the desiccated condition of the halted by the guards. Then ensued
this relic of a van the
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house or in the church pew and be- free the constitutional election from been no death of any herder from territory. The ratio of persons killed region preserved
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ished people.
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What do you want around
lieves that she Is safe from the snares all political complications, the bill cold or any other cause, It Is certain per thousand employed In New Mex
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number of skele- here?"
On the clockmarker's face there are
of the traffickers because of the re- will also
provide that no territorial, that whenever the sky clouds up and ico In thnt period was 7.27, exceeding tons some 60 feet beneath the presdigits;
"I want a rom and want It quick,
moteness or the Inaccessibility or legislative or county officers be elect- the flakes begin falling that the aver the ratio In every other common ent
surface of this great pit Indicate I'm
The Baueage man carries a hang dog
tired out!"
otherwise of her peaceful village. It ed next November, but that the pres- age correspondent jumps to the con- wealth except Utah where a terrible that
a
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is not alone the large cities that fur- ent Incumbents hold over. If the con- clusion that livestock is dying on the mine holocaust last year caused the
ing of the walls of the excavation.
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'ace is like
nish beautirul girlhood to lives of stitution Is adooted and It meets the range and that
are freezing death of more than two hundred men History recites that the Pueblo up get out."
Bridget's.
"Now look here I want a room and
shame and debauchery. It Is not nec- approval of CongreBS and President to death, and telegraphs out the tid- and thus ran up the proportion.
In rising in the year of 1C80 was 'due to
essary to go to New York, Pittsburg, Taft, then Congress ' at Its session ings, when as a matter of fact, herds 1907, the ratio in New Mexico reached the wanton cruelties Inflicted by the I lnslBt. I've got the money to pay
There's a face on the printer shop's
Philadelphia or Kansas City to pro early in 1911 will .pas an enabling and herders are so far from telegraph 10,13 killed per thousand employed, a Spaniards on the Indian miners. And for It and I want you to understand
devil like pie;
It."
cure beautiful and attractive girls. It act, authorizing an election of state stations, that It would take several ratio exceeded only once In any state when the great cave-ioccurred at
The carpenter's head Is quite level;
Is welj known that out on the prairies, officers.
"But you can't get a room here, We
This election may be held In days arter a storm has passed to or territory the past three years and Mount Chalchihuitl, in 1680, killing
The sonp maker's visage betokens tlio
In Texas, in Missouri, In Iowa, Kan- tho summer of 1911 or not
the
actual that by West Virginia which state in some 20 I lid a u slaves, a revolt agalnnt do not rent any."
until No- determine accurately
lye;
"Ain't this the hotel? What have you
sas, Nebraska, In fact all over our vember 1911, and the new Blate off- losses. DlHpatches of that kind are 1908 reported 10.36 killed for every the Spanish oppressors resulted in
And the editor looks like the devil.
great west, there are as beautiful icers may take charge of the new stats apt to create a wrong Impression as thousand employed. Yet, New Mexico them being driven from the country, got a hotel for If you don't rent
types of womanhood as ever graced on January 1, 1912, or two years to the severity of New Mexico's cll- - coal mines are freer from gas than until about ihe close of the 17th cen- rooms."
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God's footstool. It Is these that the hence. If on the other hand, New Mex- mate and may keep people as well as wone of mont other Jurisdictions
Saying this the Intruder flopped
tury. During this intervnl of non-o- c
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on the floor. The
trafficker is seeking. They it Is who ico rejects the constitution to be for- capital away from the territory.
cupation of the Spaniard the Indian over helplessly
tribes obliterated many of, the mines guard realizing the true situation,
furnish the easiest victims 'or his mulated next summer, another con- Newspaper editors should carefully
Every board of county commissionIn
Tombs Under Sentence
Financier
snares.
stitutional convention will be held and scrutinize news of that kind and If ers In tho Territory, there are twenty-si- formerly worked by the Jesuits; and called up a hack and the unwelcome
for Having Violated National
of them, should begin the New on the return of the Spaniards, more guest was taken to the right destinat"As a, prosecuting officer I person- the same process must be gone there Is any suspicion that the news
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Year aright, by adopting officially a (bun a century afterward, they were ion. The party insisted the next day
ally can testify to the fact that very through
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simple matter
such a map can he they could not again engage In min- ta Fe he will come without the aid of In the United States Judge Pougk
the red light district of Chicago and which case, the present officers may published.
circuit court,
easily drawn by any draftsman, for ing, but should follow only the pur a bottle.
other cities, daughters who, If their hold over until New Year 1913 or
this afternoon, denied a motion for a
It need only show the outer boun- suits of agriculture and stock-raisinnames were mentioned In their home even March 4. 1913. which, will be
new trlnl for Charles W. Motbo, who
Trlnldid, Colo., has a F.lt CarHon daries
While the ancient workings about
of each precinct. As
It is.
New Mexico's Archaolonlcal Trea- Is now In the Tombs under sentence
cities, would bring shame nnd dis- very gratifying to present county off!-- , Memorial Association
which
will
grace to prominent and honest people. clals and legislators, no doubt. It' erect a monument to the Intrepid there exists much confusion today as Chalchihuitl, in Santa Fe county, N. suresProf. Herbert J. Bplnder, for- for having vloluted the national
There are girls from elites In the In- will also save election expenses and Xpw Mexico scout. In this connoc- - lo precinct boundaries In all but a M., are the lurgest of nny In the merly professor of Archaeology In banking laws.
few of the counties.
The great
southwest, It Is observed that no tur- Harvnrd University and now connect
terior, girls from small villages with prevent a whole lot of turmoil. but It don thn New Mexl nn.n tin a noon
of this matter need not bt quoise deposits of any note have ever ed with the American Museum of New
hardly a thousand Inhabitants, and is something that politicians and thn Stated by newspapers that there Is no
Tho smallpox scare at the good
pointed 'out; for every one knows been found In the west that did not York
girls from villages of this size and 'outs" had hardly figured on In mak monument to Carson in tho south- - lhat
City, who arrived In Las Vegas roads camp of the territory between
In deeds, mortgages, assessments, show the evidence of prehistoric mintheir
for
estimates
the coming west. Santa Fe has such a monument
a week ago for the purpose ot engagcities of vnrylng population from that ing
Thornton and Albuquerque turns oak
at elections, a dispute over the pre- ing. Old pits and dumps in which
on up to cities ot the size of Boston year.
ing In research work In this city and to have had no adequate cause tor the
In front of the federal building and cinct
con- occur fragments of pottery, stone ham
much
be
of
boundary
may
a
comlis vicinity, returned last night from
and Pittsburg and other great
while not pretentious, it demonstrates sequence. Even in
patient under quarantine was suffertaking the cen- mers, etc., are found at the turquoise
MORE WEATHER
mercial and social centers."
8TA- - that New Mexico does not
BUREAU
forget alto- sus, New Mexico may bo deprived of deposits In the Burro mountains, at few days' trip to tho El Porvenir re ing merely from clilckenpox. HowIn the same chapter Mr. Parkin
was
TION8.
Prof.
Interview
Splndon
ever, the territorial authorities are t
gether Its famous men. Thus at San- credit of population and wealth, Hachltn, In the Jnrllla mountains of gion,
this morning at the Castaneda hotel, be commended 'or Ihe prompt action
speaks of the wretches who own the
Tho New Mexican learns that more ta Fe, there are monuments not only through errors caused
by precinct New Mexico; Minornl Park and Tur
Inwhite slave whom they farm out to weather bureau stations are
he
where
a
was
and
talked
gucBt,
they took to Isolate the patlont and to
being cs- - to the soldiers of the Civil wnr and to boundaries being ill defined. But quoise mountain, Arizona; Saguache
vicious resorts.
tabllshed in Colorado and In other Kit Carson, but also to Archbishop there Is no reason why such a condi- county, Colorado; In Fresno county, terestingly of his work. He said:
enforce quarantine over thnt section
"Some of these 'fellows' 'own' two states. Delegate to Congress W. H. Lamy, to General Kearny, to Governor tion should continue to exist when a California; and In southern Nevada,
"New Mexelo offers one of the of the camp In which the man had
or three, or perhaps more, while Andrews should see to It that New Perez, to
An ounce of prevention, esMaxlmillano Luna. simple resolution by the board
of not far from Columbus. In most all most fertile fields Imaginable to the worked.
paptnln
slaves, and on the Income of their Mexico gets Its share. The territory However, there should be more me-- county commissioners,
a of the burial grounds and mounds ofli'udent of the native race of Amerl-th- e pecially In mutters of that kind, Is
adopting
slavery those brutes live In luxury at coverB not only a vast area exceeding morlals to the men who hav6 created product boundary map prepared by
aborigines, found scattered overca, Here, Bide by side and under tho worth even more than the proverbial
the county surveyors, will remedy It, the greator portion of the southwest, ad'antnges and roBtrlctlona of the pound of euro,
v
expensive hotels, maintain expensive that of Nev; York, Pennsylvania, New this great commonwealth.
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mesa. A diversion dam Is to be built everything it has done. Not
how is it that thou fullest again buquerque for some yenrs past has re- In
toward railroad dle rein. A second later I lost my hat
Bince it was created has any charge Our saddle bass pounded away be once more turned
San Juan river.
the
and
become
cently
to ring the bell at sunrise?"
of Illegality, despite the most search- hind and flnnlly not being well secured pens. This time the white faced steer and finally set my feet in the saddle
In
Los
E.
The
bank
of
of
Federal
J.
the
application
Edglngton ing Investigation and the bitterest at- began to distribute articles of clothing was rushed through the narrow gate and holding on to the high pommel
But Jose answers not. Having that manager
night relnpsed Into heresy he has Angeles where he expects to make his for waters of the Pensasco In Eddy tack, ever led to reversal or reproof and other things along the way behind with two or three yelling cow boys with hoth hands the broncho nnd I
' sought the sweet freedom of the chap home In the future.
county, for power nnd Irrigation pur- by either House of Congress or by any us. We abandoned the trail, took to at his heels and before he knew It was bolted through the town anfl down
poses, has been rejected because the congressional committee.
arral. Once more Brother Antonio
the broad mesa, smashed through un- Imprisoned with the more submissive to the mess wagon arriving at the cow
applicant failed to comply with the
Bhouts, and then getting still no an- DIXIE MORE POPULAR
and unusually plausible, derbrush and enctus plants and vol steers and doomed bv the beef trust. punchers' tea parly In a most undigni"Another,
THAN YANKEE DOODLE. regulations nnd .for failure to complete form of
I was watching some men unloading fied manner.
swer, ho 'climbs to the belfry.
My advent was greeted
attack, is to demnnd that all leyed loose pebbles from our horses
Hie flllng as demanded by law.
of
The succession
The "sheep" could run like a a piece of heavy mnchinery from a flat with yells of delight. Some one Jerkland not now bearing trees shall be feet.
of
Division
Music
of
Indian Service Appointments.
notes traveling over the chaparral In Decision of Chief
deer and the last I saw of the doctor car near the watering tank when half ed me out of the saddle onto my feet.
thrown out of the national forests.
of Congressional Library Brings
Miss Cora I). Johnson of Albuquertho brisk morning air soon brings
"Still another attack, nearly suc- for nn hour or so. he was pounding a dozen of these cow punchers rode si- Another mnn calmed the beast of a
Trouble.
mishas
a
houseas
que,
accepted
position
every one within and without the
cessful two years ago, was an attempt his saddle liko a Cossack, his bald lently up alongside me. They were broncho, while still another roile back
sion to stir. Juan, another Indian
keeper at the San lldefonso govern- to prevent the forest Bervlce from head shining In the sun, for he had nearly nil young fellows,
wearing up the street and recovered by
2D.
Dec.
"Is
Dixie
his
ment
school
Miss
under
Richards.
Washington,
straw
from
rises
pallet,
day
convert,
sombrero. And when the
telling the people, through the press, lost his hat and his saddle hags slow- chaps ot white bearskin or of ornaDoodle?"
Yankee
more
than
Charles
whose
across
hand
his
a
popular
Wilton,
grimy
wipes
It is accomplishing for them, and ly dropping its collection of shirts, mented leather; sombreros with the doctor came looking for mo to hurry
If written would mako as inter- that
eyes, Indulges in a cavernous The Innocent assertion of Otto G. T.
how much this nation needs the for- brushes and toilet articles along tho hat band Btuck full of matches and up to the adobe hotel for supper I
of esting
reading as any novel, ho hav- est.
yawn, and then mnkos his way to- Zenneck, chief of the division
colored neckerchiefs. was silling on the ground, a tin plato
way. After a while my broncho work- with bright
ward the chapel entrance. He is St 111 music of the library of Congress, In ing been a cowboy, a rancher, a lum"Since the forest service called pub- ed his way back to the trail again and Their faces were tanned to the shade on my knees, eating frljoles, ns they
very sleepy. All day yesterday he the publication of American national ber jack, a Bailor who has twlco cir lic attention to tho
rapid absorption when the rest of the party came up of russet leather by tho winds nnd sun call beans In that country with n libhad been cleaning out the ncequia songs that "Dixie" was the more cumnavigated the earth, and a gunof a great water we fell In like lambs behind the rear of the mesa and their blue flannel eral sprinkling of chilo and dolrg Jus.
which had become choked with weeds prominent In pntrlntlo popularity than ner In the American navy taking part threatening growth
of a gernt water guard and Jogged along without any shirts were covered with dust. Antitlce to the Moxlcan cook's hot bisand mud, and today be Is not in the "Yankee Doodle" has stirred up a In the nnvul battle before Santiago, threatening growth
cipating some deviltry I scanned them cuits. A tenderfoot from Maine was a,
in Cuba, has accepted a
as power monopoly, the attacks upon It desire for further hursts of speed.
position
best possible frame of mind. Ho Is hornet's nest and even resulted
The country was much broken nt with suspicion and they looked mo guest to be treated with consideration
have Increased with marked rapidity.
Day be- throats of death to Mr. Zenneck. His farmer In the Indian service temporalso a little absent minded.
will conMnue to the foot of the mountains but wild over silently as they might some and my appetite was fast winning me
fore yesterday there arrived nt the office Is fnlrly Bwamped with letters arily and will be In charge of the I anticipate that they
About strange curiosity. To prove I wasn t distinction where my horsemanship
do so.
Still greater opposition Is and extremely picturesque.
bemission a young Tlascalan bolle, She In which writers take exception to Santa Clara Indian reservation
promised in the near future. There noon wo forded a little brook and such an awful tenderfoot I produced a had failed to do so.
ginning on January 1,
has stricken his heart somewhat and the statement about Dixie,
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Personal Mention.

Altorney E. A. Klslie returned last
night from a trip to Morlarty.
e
Former District Cl"rk A. M. Ber-gerwas a visitor In Albuquerque
yesterday.
Miss Edna Greene of Estancla, is
a visitor In Santa Fe today stopping
at the Claire.
Nestor Mnrtlnei of Coyote, Rio Arriba county. Is among the guests at
the Coronado.
TliomaB Dovan, a former hotel owner at Clovis l in town looking about
He is stopping at the Claire.
I a rnniielarlo the curio man, has
mothgone to Buena Vista to visit his
er. He will be gone a week or more.
Bias Duran and wife from Duran,
came in yesterday over the New
Mexico Central. They are registered
st the Coronado.
Saf-forTraveling Auditor Charles V.
left last evening for Albuquerque
from where he will go to El Paso to
spend the Christmas holidays.
Prof. Fayette A. Jones of Albuquerreturned
que, and companions, have
home from their prospecting expedition to Tiburon Island in the Gulf of
California.
Thomas W. Hanna, manager of the
Onderdonk Livestock Company, is a
business visitor from the ranch near
unLamy and will remain in the city
til tomorrow evening.
Frank Owen and family left last
night to visit relatives in hi raso.
Mr. Owen will return to Santa Fe on
next Monday, hut his family will remain In El Paso Reveral weeks.
V. S. Surveyor (i. D. D. Klrkpat-rltand Frank Ivle assistant U. S.
examiner of surveys, returned yesterday from a surveying trip through
the southern part of the Territory.
Assistant U. S. District Attorney S.
B. Davis, Jr., and wife have returned
home to Las Vegas from a trip to
New York and Mlddletown, Conn., at
the latter place visiting the parents
of Mr. Davis.
John Pflueger, the Lamy merchant,
is selling out his stock and expects
to go to Germany next summer to visit his old home for a year. Thomas
W. Hanna has purchased the business and good will.
"Miss Grace Caldwell, teacher of
a
mathematics and Spanish in the
state normal school at Flagstaff, will arrive in the city Friday to
spend the holidays with her mother,
Mm M P. Caldwell. 233 North High
afreet. Miss Caldwell was a teacher
in Santa Fe and Albuquerque prior to
her acceptance of the position in the
Arizona state normal." Albuquerque

first and second grades In the preparatory department of the Normal
for
University, leaves this evening
with
Roswell to fuend Christmas
friends and also to attend the annual
convention of the New Mexico Educational association. Las Vegas Optic.
William Tipton, son of Dr. and Mrs.
W. R. Tipton, returned last night from
Notre Dame, where he Is attending
the
college. He Is home to spend
of Dr.
holidays. Leo Tipton, another
this afterTipton's sons, arrived home
noon from Madison. Wis., where he
WisIs attending the University o
consin. Las Vegas Optic

A. Tretinoin a New York traveling
man, came in last night registering HEALTH
CENTER
at Hie Palace.
Marcus Whltt, a traveling man from
Oklahoma City, Is iu town stopping
COUNTRY
at the Palace.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen Is
condned to the executive mansion
with Illness.
New Mexico Especially Above
District Attorney nnd Mrs.' John E.
Altitude of Four Thou-san- d
Griffith of Socorro, spent yesterday at
Albuquerque.
Feet
U. S. Marshal C. M. Fornker haB re
lumed to Albuaueraue from a suc
COLORADO
cessful political trip to Washington, FAR BETTER

or

JAN

D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Mather of Ship- rock, San Juan county, are visitors In

Work

Impartial

Pays
World's
Santa Fe today stopping at the Fal- Tribute to Magnificent
ace.
Runner T. N. Reynolds, stationed
Climate.
at Cordova on the Pecos forest, is In
of
Santa Fe ou his annual leave. .He
In the course of a notable series
will return to Rio Arriba county to
the general
under
articles
morrow.
"World s
The War to Health," the an artl- Attorney Charles A. Splesa of Las i. i."
rumamimr. carries
27. 190.
MONDAY, DECEMBER
"
of
the
legislative
n
a raniter of Cor Vegas. president
The ronsumptVC', Holy
v
el council. w. arrive tonight from the
dova Is in town on official business.
t'hori liinlev and mother, Mrs. w. MBa7pCh"nips. Mmbermai, from the' est tribute to the , emciae, t o, the tn
the
cen trarNew J leiteo. In
E. Insley of Pajarlto, are guests at
Vigil grant, near Buckman, Is mate of
"
' .
Palace.
on a regular vtelt. He Is a treatment oi t
in
town
w (i. Franklin, a traveling man guest at the Modern.
Zs
he.
a
lt. and
" .
from Kansas City, is in town ns
P. M. A. Lienau, assistant in tne oi- the ceiu
guest at the Claire.
lice of superintendent of Inaurance places this section
swiff .lnllu Mevers wan among Jncobo Chaves, has gone to Kosweu mat cuum.j.
h.ith.
great deal ot
last nlcht's arrivals from Estancla, on official business.
who gives Bm.
writer
from
a
Is
of
San
seekers,
Francisco,
C. L. Barnes
stopping at the Claire.
tried ii,
M. R. Otero register oi me iucbi a guest at the Palace accompanied by pie evidence of having
the
holidays
the
interestB
in
Is
here
is reproduced In part below,
office
is
wife.
He
spending
laud
his
Provl- beneficent
I am let up by a
of a theatrical troupe.
at Albuquerque with his family.
R. V Herbert, the parsing nouse donee at me corn.
tin. Rebecca Forney, a teacoer
hebetuae
from Las Vegas. Is In town on warn you to flee from the
from El Rltot Rio Arriba county, is
He is quar-,thfollow.
Claire.
visit.
to
the
is
at
a
weekly
regular
the
guests
among
N. Espe, of tered at the Palace.
I have been through the behetuae .
Special Agent Theodore
Col. W. S. Hopewell ot Albuquer-- j und i know what a vale or rear.
the general land office, has returned
ouuicubu., 4 nave huuciu
que, is a guesi m
to Santa Fe from a trip to Chicago.
oi
D. C, where Delegate to 8Weltered till 1 know the agony
ittornev Charles R. Easley 01 es Washington,
,
.
... .. . .
n . .
..ut.k tf hrlnira. I have
tancla. Is visiting his parents. Gener- Congress w. n. Annrews unities m boav ana soui i
I
counted the endless, gloomy, cheerless
al and Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
headquarters.
uui
.
Mrs. Rumaldo Ortiz, wife of the dayg lhat come before the cure,
Armijo
Prolmte Clerk George
Las postmaster and prominent merchant at ,n8t rcnPf caine and I could look
spent the Christmas holidays at
and of Capulln, Colorado, Is In town vis-- j Dack )lke Donte at his Inferno. It is
Vegas as a guest of E. H. Salazar
to normal
Itlng Mr. and Mrs. Luis Alarld. She!now B year Bnce I returned RTlA
family.
UlOre
who
life, and I am a stronger
Mrs. Katherlne Paterson is serious- brought with her Petlta Alarid
was ner
before.
ave- for several weeks past
ly ill at her home on Palace
vigorous man than ever
to
She is threatened with pneu guest at Capulln.
nue.
The country In the southwest
Evans Z. Vogt of San Mateo, Va
monia.
healthseekers go Is a vast one,
which
a
who
is
prosperous
so extensive as
rinncoe C. Bonney. principal of the lencia county,
thought It not nearly
Ohool at Snrineer. is in Santa Fe sheeoman in Valencia and McKinley It once was, or as It is still believed
on
Fe
in
Santa
was
with
today
counties,
where he spend the holidays
in the east. A deland business. He was formerly lo- to be by many was considered the
friends.
in cade ago Colorado
was
he
where
Glorieta
at
.Mc
cated
of
T.
Fisher
southern
Mr. and Mrs. F.
beat of all places to go, with
W. M. Taber.
intosh. Torrance county, are guests partnership with
California probably second on the list
instruct
of
Public
Eas
Sunerintendent
F.
Charles
was
Mrs.
and
of General
while "anywhere In the west"
ion J. E. Clark telephoned from Mor-tnrtley on Gallsteo Btreet.
uraauany.
enough,
good
considered
Inst evening that he had made
acMr. and Mrs. Angus Mcuunvray oi
a costly experience has pretty
Estancla, spent the holidays with Mrs. the trip from Albuquerque through
off the country that
marked
new
curately
and Tijeras canon successfully in his
MeGlllivray's parents. General
so that It Is now
automobile although it was the hard is mOBt desirable,
Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
definite and
something
to
Bay
possible
O. Atchlnson. Miss Dora Atchinson est piece of road he had ever struck.
examcertain.
Red
who
The Denver physicians
and Miss Adella Atchinson of
on
who Is at the
If we put one point of a compass
Oak, la., are In town enjoying tne ined Abe Splegelberg
ana tne
tne
St.
Joseph hospital in that city for this section as a center,
sights. They are quartered at
treatment, have found that the patient other point on Boulder, 1.010.,
Claire.
circle beginvnon M. Mills, son of Chief Jus la siifferlnr with cancer of the stom
radius, and describe a
Is Incurable. As
on the' Mexican boundary line
tice Mills is home at Las Vegas for ach, a malady which
ning
the Rio
oat nnd touching
.v,
frnrat Sniti a drv eoods salesman the Christmas holidays. He is a ann ii his rnnri Hon will nermlt. Mr.
New Splegelberg will be brought to Santa LGrando on the east, we will circum
from Las Vegas, is registered at the student at. Yale University,
v.ou......
Claire.
scribe this
Haven, Conn.
Miss Anita and Miss Ramona Baca The region near the center of the cirA large number of Santa Fe society
Judge E. V. Long, the Las Vegas
for
of
remembered
the land
been
Just
cle will comprise the heart
attorney, returned last evening from folks enjoyed the delightful dance have
Christmas tn a most nleaslng man t whih neonle now go for "climate.
Mrs.
Estancla.
Caryl
hall
by
at
Library
ner. Each received from John Phil
A. given
Miguel
TnrrltnriKl Treasurer
In general, the nearer one goes
Hardinge on Christmas night.
of his books with the and,
center of tno circle ui
Otero returned home this noon from
orchestra furnished the music. ip Sousa one
the
to
ntithor'it flntoranh nn the title page
ideal will be the conditions for
a visit to Albuquerque.
Former Land commissioner A. A.
nearly
Amnion nihert of Estancla. was
3. will be The Sousa's have for years been very the cure of the average case.
Voon who on .Tanuarv
close frienaa or tne
guest yesterday at the Palace, being come' cashier of the First National Intimate and
All over this great circle, and evenBaca family, the gifts being there11
on his way to California.
n.o liiav find "healthseekBank in this city, arrived from Almore
all
the
fore
appreciated.
Athol A. Wynne, forest service man buquerque this noon.
but generally those woh are near
ers,"
from Albuquerque, was in town yes
Superintendent of Public Instructhe outskirts are persons wuu ua
Coughs that are tight, or tickling,
nmfid to living and
terday a guest at the Faiace.
tion J. E. Clark and his assistant RuDr.
from
certain
and
help
arrived
Col. Georee W. Prichard
and who
pert Asplund have left for Roswell get quick
working in the mild climate
account
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Remedy.
where
to Httond the meeting there this week Snoop's
from Estancla last evening
are making the country their nome.
Dr.
are
favoring
Assoeverywhere
Druggists
nf the circle lies
had been on legal business.
of the New Mexico Educational
Shoon's CouEh Remedy. The tender
Attorneys A. B. Renehan and E. P. ciation.
the great broad tableland where the
a
of
harmless
leaves
last
Estancla
from
John Guttennan. of the signal
Davles came home
of actively curing me
mountainous shrub elve to Dr. Shoon's business
and
evening where they attended court.
corps of the U. S. army, stationed at
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curative
Retnedv
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in
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visiting
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than anywhere else
Lincoln, Neb., is
more
successfully
is in town on Irrigation mat- home. He is on a two months' fur Those leaves have the power to calm
in the world. And it Is this section
to
ters. He is stopping at the Palace. lough and will spend the time in the most distressing Cough, and to
which, as time goes on, is likely
soothe, and heal the most sensitive
Miss Genevieve Harrison Is home Santa Fe.
omi hetter known as "The
stufrom Albuquerque where she is a
Frank Owen, who silent Christmas bronchial membrane. Mothers should, t nf.thP.Well Country." Here is a
dent at the University of New Mexi- In El Paso with his family with hU for safety'B sake, always demand Dr.
where are to be found
co.
It can with perfect freedom large territory ideal conditions of dry
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Harry Franklin departed this afterIs in receipt of a letter from his
orado as much as ooiorano exocin
noon for Albuquerque to spend Christ- clerk,
FROM OVERWORK.
tuifo that hn mil her sisters tne
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mas as the guest of his brother Blake
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paMrs. William Brogan and baby of ter of A, Staab of
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street
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service, left this
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influenza, and when
with Brogan has Just been honored with
querque to spend Christmas
and he Is of course very properly
time we have not heard of a Bin- t .....luwii- that tne
friends.
the secretaryship of the commercial e e case of tmeumon a. Sn .id. hv nil try,
lnteresiea 111 n.
kivJ. Van Houten and wife returned Club at Albuquerque and on January
0.,'n,tlv who retttU this will be
druggists.
should
he
yesterday afternoon to their home In 1, will relinquish bis newspaper duties
asking for advice whether
Raton, after a day spent In Las Ve- to devote all of his time to the Com FOUR 8H0T
remain and
go In search of climate or
gas as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. mercial Club's Interests, which is certhe cure In his own country. A
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firers were killed In a dust explosion on the Individual case, and the
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hi. friends nt his home on San Fran
by a "windy" shot In mine tlcular circumstances of each, that it
Public Instruction J. E. Clark and cisco street on Christmas eve. The
number five near here today.
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time.
young people had a good
were
workings
badly
damaged. rui0 whether all should emigrate to
Eplfanlo Atenclo, a prominent citi- tletoe and evergreens were the deco- Charles
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deto midnight mass at 12
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Those present were: CaroWe offer one hundred dollars re-a- lusions with which I sturted. One of
rived In Las Vegap yesterday after- o'clock.
Hazel
Sparks, Sophie
for any case of Catarrh that the things I have learned Is that clinoon from Santa Fe. Mrs. Pratt will lyn Michaels,
Pauline Kinaell, Miriam
innot be cured by Hall's Catarrh mate is not a specific for tuberculosis;
be the Christmas guest of her parents Creamer,
lire. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Cart wrlght, Blanche Roberts, Charlie
Mr. and MrB. L. C, Trainer.
it Is not a cureall, Und will not - work
Mrs. M. R. Bynl and sister, Mrs. Curry, Anthony Luna, Charles Elliott,
miracles. 1 Know uiso mai untve, the undersigned, have known
who were to Dlllmau Klnseil, Inlgo Daza.
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to
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On last Wednesday evening
,
,..,. n Kolutely no doubt In spile of any nr- Is in town a guest at the
a number of
C. Abbott entertained
a land
hat
Par-rott- .
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken lntc-n- - Kurnenls to the countrary-tPalace.
young people in honor of MIbs
a
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector all aolinir directly unon the blood w"
The evening was spent In playroad to
MeConnoll was at Albuquerque arid mucous surfaces of the system, and quicker nnd much happier
ing five hundred. Refreshments were T. C.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c, .health than can be found anywhere
served and a splendid social lime was yesterday.
olsn.
Attorney W, W. Mills of Springer, per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
enjoyed. The decorations were holly
The peculiar climate conditions nro
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was amuiig last night's arrivals at
mlatletnn.
of course, to the physical uhar- I ho
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iieaa from the sea. Nature has
up a series of great mountain barrlera
to the west, which keep off all the
rains from tho Pacific. What little
rain the country doeB get conies during a couple of months In
when the prevailing winds blow
For ten months of
from the south.
the year practically no rail falls, the

total annual rainfall varying from
eight to twelve Inches, as compared
with from forty to fifty or more Inches
bianco of rain
In the east. The
produces a twofold effect an almost
cloudless sky, so that the sunslilne
an exceedpi act leal ly constant, and
ingly dry atmosphere. The air is bo
dry that one feels Its peculiar parching effwet In his nose and throat for
weeks after his arrival; while the sunIn
shine seems to bathe everything
a flood

of

mellow gold.

There is, In addition, the Important
fnctor of altitude. The whole country
slopes from north to south with a general altitude of from 4,000 to 7,000
feet. It Ib the constant sunshine balanced over against the altitude which
for
produces such an equable climate,
the summers and winters are very
renearly alike In these mountain
Where the altitude falls begions.
low 4,000 feet, this climate balance
Is not so marked. Such places as EI
Paso, whose altitude is 3,700 feet; or
Tucson, with 2,400 feet; or Phoenix,
with 1,100 feet, though they are Ideal
for nine or ten months In the year,
are too hot during the summer for the
best results.
One can not be In the southwest
realli-lnfor any length of time without
that the Impress and the Influence
of the nealthseoker are everywhere. It
tuis estimated that there are 50,000
bercular invalids In Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona; and though it Is
impossible ever to know the number
with any degree of accuracy, I believe
that the estimate Is too small. It
a fact that all of the towns and cities
arc filled almost to overflowing. If
the healthseekers and their families
were to leave, the country would proD-abllose more than half of Its popu
lation. A large part of the business
of the land consists In supplying the
needs of these people, providing
and institutions
boarding; houses
when, thev may live, as well as stores
and shops where they may get the or
dinary necessities of lite.
There are three well known alterna
In this
tive, for the healthseeker
country; the sanatorium, the boarding
house and the ranch; and I propose to
say something of each In turn. My
own experince was gained chiefly In
a sanatorium.
Them are already numerous well
known institutions in Colorado, New
year
Mexico and Arizona, and eve-the number is considerably Increased.
from
Thov vnrv in size and equipment
establishments run by physicians in
houses of their own, to great institutions like the "Agnes Memorial" in
more
Denver, which accommodates
than 150 patients and represents an
i.v..imnn nf several hundred thou
sand dollars. The type of architecture
also varies from a single large duuo-intn institutions which provide an
Individual tent, or an Individual cot
The rates
tage, for every patient.
t nil r.f the hetter sanatoria are about
the same, yarying with the service
rndrerl. from $10 to $25 per weeK,
In the
which includes everything.
nt th,r ore numerous endowed or
charitable Institutions where none but
free patients are receied. In uenver
the "Agnes Memorial" is partly charitable, constlng about $10 per week,
is
and the great "JewlBh rational
tiriv freo to Jew and Gentile otalike.
the
But most of the Institutions
southwest are purely private, and are
run as business ventures. They are
none the less excellent, and this fact
of
Is to be taken as Indlvatlve only
the favorableness of the locality for
the curing of the disease.
Tho Sanatorium Is the Grail.
When I went to live in one of the?t
I found the actual sltua
infttit,,!!
tlon much different from what I had
to go
supposed It to be. I expected
m o hnonitnl where I would find sick
make life
ly looking people who would
miserable by their incessant,
couching. In fact, I hr.d
because
gone purely as an experiment,
I had proved to myself that 1 was noi
ronnhlo nf working out my own case;
I Intended to stay but a month or so,
and then move on. How I cnangea
it
my mind and determined to fight
out to the end has already been told
In "How I Got Well."
I found that the patients did so little coughing that I wondered whether
until
they had any trouble whatever
I learned that any patient's cough will
folvery much decrease if he strictly
low the rest cure. In appearance,
they were more healthy looking than
the averaire nerson In ordinary life.
All of them Beemed happy and con
tented, and I wondered ever more, until I found the reason they were get
ting well and they knew It. There
were men and women varying in ages
from twenty to forty though one man
over fifty years of age left the sana
torium cured while I was there ana
counthey came from all parts of the
try. The feeling of being in a hospital
disappeared after the first day, for
there was nothing to foster it, and
ovorvthtna to counteract It. Every pa
tient had a cottage of his own, and
the continuous life In the open air
made one feel as If ho were camping
out, with all wants cared for.
Tho Idea of the sanatorium includes
all the
a cnmiilete Isolation from
cares and burdens of ordinary life, so
that tho patient may devote his entire time to tho seeking or his cure,
the mild
continuous lite in
rest,
is required. Absolute
most of the lime spent on one's back,
Is strictly enforced; und this change
In liindo of life Is a revoalallon to the
Invalid who has been accustomed to
follow the bent ot his nervous Incli
nation, whether It be In climbing
Ono
mmintulns or riding horseback.
ia not even nllnwetl to walk an extra
step If lie lias fever, and usually such
a patient Ib put to bed until It Is
gone.

In tho matter of food, the patient Ii

allowed all thnt he can eat of the most
nutritious variouy, chiefly meat, milk
and raw eggs. Must of the patients
were fed six times dully, and the results of the forced feeding would be.
Win In itt ti rlfitaln tivwhftm. hU Itfl 0
come strikingly apparent In the gain Pain liomiffestion. paiu Ufclond prewmrenolliliitf
el Aft usually . At leaBt, so iwyi Dr. 8 hoop, and to
In
more
or
of a couple of pounds
prove it he hai created a little pink tablet. That
tablet-call- ed
Tahlot
Dr. Hhoopi Headache
wolght at the end of the week. Every- C(xi blood prewure
away Imiu rain cwifcira,
for
nnd
comfort,
IlseflnPtlichanulng.pleatiiiiBlydullgntfiil.doiitljr
thing wag designed
circublood
It
eauaUitu
the
aafely,
surely
everything done In the most earoful though
lation.
If you have ft headache, It's blood
nnd BclcutlflB manner; if, considerIf It's painful periods with women, aurao cause.
If yon are sleepless, restless, nrv?ui, It's blood
ing his condition, one nmy bo happy
pressure. That surely Is st
In any place this side of eternity, it is congestion forblood
Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
ourtaliity,
It In 'Xt minutes, and the tablet limply distribute
in such a place as this.
unnatural blood preHsure,
There ore, of course, many persons (lieBruise
doesn't H fe red, ana
your finger, ana course
it does. Its oon.
pain you? Of You'll find
If swell, anablood
who eim not go to a sanatorium.
It when pain
pressure.
tuition,
It s&imDiT Common 8ense.
they could In some way learn the les- LAiwura.
self at 26 cent, and cheerfully r
We
son which the sanatorium teaches, I
believe thnt most of them would get
well.
It is the enforcement of the
rout.ne life In the open air all the
time; absolute, continuous rest; the
very best of food, and as much of It
as possible together with the scienSTRIPLING BURROWS CO.
which
tific care of the sanatorium
makes It valuable, AH of these things NO STRONG DRINK
the patient could get In his own home
AT SCHAFROTH'S RECEPTION.
nnsslblv: but the cold fact Is that
be never does get them. It Is his lg-noranoe, his lack of sense, his entire Colorado'! Executive Decides to
clv at Capitol and at Mansion
of experience tn the matter of
New Yr.
proper treatment, which makes the
case of the average patient in his own j
Denver, Colo., Dec. 28. Governor
home so hopeless as It Is. And Just
Wnnwlerice nnd John F. Shafroth, after having been
on tt i. 1,1.
state military hoard
experience which come from life In Informed by the
the sanatorium, which will cheer him mat, accoraing ro cuum., u uu...
New Year day reception In
up as he sees his cure approaching hold his
"o executive cnumuo... .uDCU
closer every day.
I have been appalled In my Journey anonaon nis original uiau iu ....,
at his residence, and he has
through this country by the lack of house
by declaring he will
nerinB and the refusal to profit by the compromised
both.
hold
shown
is
which
of
others,
experience
Mrs. Shafroth has already arrang-solutelHo refuses ab- by the healthseeker.
and the
to consider himself a sick ed for the reception at home,
account to
man and this Is his big mistake. He governor refused on that wm-u.e- r
wun it. Asueu
persists in the notion that he can live dispense
lein-Is- t
tour-- , will have anything stronger than
the life of the ordinary
recep-wa'and tiat the climate will in some onade punch at his statehouse
make him well; or he starves tlon, the governor replied:
"How can I? This Is a dry ward,
himself from both food and fresh air
"But how about the reception at
in the dismal environment of the or-- 1
dinary boarding house, ana men yuur nuiuc,
i
cm-sethe climate and the world in
ma- - the governor.
general. The truth is that the
Jority of these people fail because they
have gone about their cure in tne swifi wm i cn diuu is
PROSPECTING IN ANDES.
wrong way. By the life which they ,
lead they make it Impossible for the
Dozen For-stro-y
climate to do them any good; they de- He Made and Lost Half
tunes In Mining and It Now In
the recuperative power which
Peru,
they would have if they live in the!
I
right manner.
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 28. "SwirtGIVING
water Bill" Gates, mining prospector
MIL.LIONAIRES
AWAY THEIR WEALTH. of Spokane, vho has found a halt
.
dozen fortunes in the great white sl- and In the Pacific north-State- s
Publlc Benefaction. In the United lent north
west only to lose them in other
Last' Year Amounted to
lures, has turned up In the Andea mountains In Peru, where he Is exa placer mine, discovered
- aminlng
28.
pubThe
total
Dec.
New York,
anfl workcd by CorteI an(, hlB men
He benefactions In the United States more han 300
years ag0 Hls partner,
8
during the last twelve months wasnQW ,n gpoltanei
w))
$141,250,000. an amount Just $40,000.& ha
,ntereBt
000 greater than any previous year
P
.
accord- In the history of the
county, a New
lng to statistics
As Gates has ample back- The amount tnis j
York newspaptr.
It is believed he will be able to
lng.
was
as
as
twice
was
over
large
year
clean up another fortune The mino
given away last year, following the
110 eUVa'
30 mne
r0m the COa8t
Of
iU7.
panic
,ion of 7,000 feet and so far has only
1909
in
benefactors
The principal
There Is a canal,
..BCralcbe6r
have been the late John S. Kennedy
through ,
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Carnegie, $6.0o6,6U.
, nft! Gate, has advised Wll8on that the
Of the total amount given In
momMaa ln Peru falrly reek with
over a third was given for education- meta ag ,g evldenced by tho
al work'
j fact that an adjoining
property is pro- dncing $600,000 In gold a month. He
IMPORTANT DECISION
adds there will be a rush to the new
BY JUDGE W. H. POPE, fields as soon as full information la
available.
Roswell, N. M. Dec. 23. Infected
cattle under quarantine have no right WILL ASK PRESIDENT
on the public range with clean cattle
TO INTERVENE IN 8TRIKE.
according to a decision handed down
court. Judge!
Pope of the district
Pope yesterday ordered an Injunction
against the defendants In the case of
C. W. Merchant and Sons against
Christmas and Williams, according to
which defendants cannot let their cattle, which are now under government
quarantine,, run south of the drift
fence which runs east from the Pecos
river to the Texas line in Eddy county, New Mexico. The petitioners say
they have spent forty thousand dollars Improving the range, south of
this fence. The injunction holds on- ly until the defendants' cattle are
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Month,
ll
leaders of
St, Paul, Dec.
the switchmen's strike who have been
in consultation here with Presidtnt
Hawley have left the city. President
Perham of the Railroad Telegraphers
has gone to Washington and tomorrow will confer with members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission to
learn if that body or President Tart
may be Induced to Intervene to avert
a general strike of employes of north-dippewestern railroads.
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For furtliur Information Call on or Write
or W. D. SHEA, T. F. it P. A.

II. MoBRIDB, Aifent,

8ANTA

N, M.

SAVE FUEL

BY

USING TUB

20th Century Crude Oil Burner
130

SIIAEFFER
Ortia St.
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NEVER 8UCCEED.
flulllvan, the
of
Tammany Leader Who Died
Overwork.

Saying of Timothy P.

POPE
LEOPOLD

CASE.

ID

CASHIER FIRST

DONATE

FATAL

PARK
VALUABLE
TO COLORADO

"Garden of the Gods" Becomes
Proprety on Christmas

Saloon Owner Committed to Jail to
Serve Sentence Suspended Until
Further Order of the Court,

Day.

CITY.
City's

CHRISTMAS DAY IN
(EXAMINATION FOR
ENUMERATORS.
80UTHERN SANTA FE COUNTY.
Settlers Are Hopeful of a Bountiful
Harvest Fettlval at the Public School.
Hyer, N. M., Dec. 25, 1909.
Special to the New Mexican.
South Santa Fe county is very hopeful of a bountiful harvest next sum
mer. The past week has Oeen very
cold with a considerable snow fall
varying from a few Inches near Stan-leto about a foot up and around

Director Durand Sets the Date
Making Teet on February
9,

for

1910.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 27. Any
New York, Doc, 23. Timothy P. District Court, Chaves County, In Re
person of good Judgment, who has re
Colorndo Springs, Colo., Dec. 27.
Bowof
Tim"
the
ceived an ordinary common school eduBulllvan, the "Little
No. 180, Carl Leopold.
Alpheus A. Keen Will Suc- Workman Killed and Two Colorado Sprint's found a handsome
cation, can readily and easily pass the
ery and a power In Metropolitan poli-In
Its
In
Opinion.
Christmas
Rock
stocking
present
ceed John H. Vaughn on
Quarry
Injured in
test to be given applicants for census
tics, died Inst night. He had been
when It awoke to find Itself In posin this case was on
defendant
The
enumerators' places on Saturdny, Febat Tecolote
3
bad health for more than six months. December 4. 1907. upon his plea of
January
session of the Garden of the Gods.
Death resulted from Brlght's disease
ruary 0th. the date finally set by U. S.
Probably no other city in the country
guilty, sentenced to sixty days In the
Census Director Durand, according to
and Inflammation of the heart.
suswas
San
so
with
dealt
sentence
and
generously
by
that
county
jail,
an announcement from tho census buMINE ta ClauB. for the Garden ol the Gods
EXPERIENCE TWO DEAD AT WEAVER
Just when "Uttle Tim" was born pended until the further order of the MAN OF WIDE
l.yer.
reau today. This will be a contorting
. number of homesteaders are
history does not record, but he died court. The Intent of this and Its legal
Is famed far and wide as one of Amerassurance to the several hundred
in early middle life, from, say his effect and this declaration Is made
ica's scenic wonders. The whole
advantage of the hall section
Old Workings Causes world, however, will share In the gift, homestead law by buying out relin- thousand who are believed to be confriends, overwork.
both In the light of the sentence as One of Best Known and Most Fire in
At the time of his death, he was
Disaster at
for the terms of the gift stipulate that quishments of discouraged settlers templating application for tho places.
Terrible
Esteemed Men in the
from a knowledge of It
and
written
of
It wns emphatically Btated at the
chairman of the finance committee
the Garden of the Ooils shall forever who held adjoining lands. Peter Mil
ns the trial Judge who Imposed was
Southwest.
Gallup.
will be an emthe board of aldermen.
be kept open as a public park, and ler has added unother quarter In that bureau that the test
until the
to
commitment
withhold
at
one,
inently reasonable and practical
to
seekhis
The
fortune
claim.
Always active In politics he had,
of
resort
way
the
scenic
the
sreat
transfer
court for good cause satisfactory to
similar to that applied to applicants
to the N'ew Mexican.
one time or another, been a memoer Itself ordered Us Issuance.
A, Keen, former comniis
are
Special
and
weeded
ers
out
Alpheus
Dethat
being
steadily
it
might
prevents any possibility
Upon
at the twelfth census. It will consist
nr tho state legislature and actum cember
of nubile
s
lands, bas been
Alamagnrdo, N. M.. Dec. 23. An ac- ever come Into the hands not persons a clans of determined
14, 1909, upon showing made sloner
a sample schedule of popmavor of the city. "Big Tim," Tim- to the court, and which It deemed suf- agreed upon for cashier of the FirHt cidental explosion at the stone quarry who would exploit it for selfish pur- is getting hold of the fertile lands of of fllllng-ou- t
la now
ulation from a description, In narra
t'.io valley.
othy D. Sullivan, state senator,
was ordered Is- National bank In this city to succeed of the El Paso and Southern Railway poses.
commitment
ficient,
In
the only one of the rnmous euuivam sued and the defendant placed In Jail. John H. Vanehn. resigned. Mr. Keen at Tecolote, Lincoln county, caused
The expected low temperature trM: tive form, of typical families; and,
The
la made by the children of
luff.
jhas wide banking experience and the death of one native laborer who the lategiftChns. E. Perkins, who was the contents of a number ot vegetable the case of enumerators whose work
is
habeas
here
The
upon
petitioner
will be In the rural districts, they will
will be held
s "Little Tim's" funeral
Is considered one of the most expert was blown to pieces and serious Incorpus contesting the validity of this
of the Chicago, cflluis and destroyed a good many po- be called upon to fill out an additional
accountants In the southwcBt. He Is jury to another native as well as to formerly president
tatoes that wero being held for sprhii
Friday morning, and the pallbearerB last proceeding.
He
'
Railroad.
and
Burlington
Qulncy
mii
inlmiA noltlclana great and
sample schedule of agriculture, from
a native of Fomeroy, Ohio, and came W. T .Wells of Alamngordo, who was
secured the tract, comprising 430 lerdlnz.
Most of the cases cited by his
Information furnished by the census
small.
to New Mexico In 1S79, settling at Las Injured about the fare. Both of the acres,
Hyer has a very flourishing school
alin
and
has
1879,
them
in
counsel
fact
all
of
by
except
purchase
"Little Tlin" never lrank Intoxicants
Vegas, where he became an employ of Injured men were brought to the hos- ways maintained It free to the public. with thirty children enrolled and a bureau.
L."
R.
A.
27
Webb
356,
In
Re
(Wis.)
All persons, whether women nr
or Binoked. His refraining from the
the First National bank. In 1890 he pital at Alamogordo.
The school
On several occasions he was offered I Igh average attendance.
the and Iowa v. Voss, 8 L. R. A. 767 are went to
had a Christmas tree and literary en- men, who may desire to become cen
Albuquerque and became
liquor, he explained tersely with
at Gallup.
Fatal
of
for
sums
Explosion
was
the
not
cases
sentence
where
Imposlarge
money
park,
never
of
declaration that "a boozer can
cashier of the First Notional bank
Porflrlo Garcia and Miguel Aranda which, according to the valuation tertainment Christmas eve and in sus enumerators must be citizens
ed, but simply Indefinitely postponed,
succeed."
there, relinquishing that position in are dead at the Weaver coal mine near made by the Colorado Springs park spite of the Btormy day the home the United States; residents of the suno
was
there
where
waB
held
it
and
1899 to take the position of commls
district for which they wish
At a dinner In his honor, last year
Gallup, McKiniey county, and a dozen commission, Is worth 200,00n, but re- - was filled. The feature of the pro pervisor's
to sentence after such postsioner of public lands which had Just were seriously Injured by an explosion tmei aU of ,ilemi ,lesirne that the gram was a two act Christmas p'.av to be appointed; must be not less
at the Hotel Knickerbocker for wnicn power
on
even
The
authorities
ponement.
Ina
18
J100
plate,
nor more than 70 years of
been created. It was for him to
his admirers subscribed
of gas yesterday caused by the fire great natural WOnders should be free Civen by the children of the school. than
thilj point, however, are by no means Call thn Bvnlum tt liannlnff nwnnnta
must be physically able to do
In the old
age;
as
MIfs
Vera
Harrison
he refused to break his rule of
been
has
which
Mary
"Mary,
burning
to
made
will
the
In
his
be
all
people.
unanimous. A large number of high-and Jesse Hadlock the work; must be trustworthy, honand
ay the (olln(latou for tne BU0. workings the past seven years. Gar- no
of the Carden of the Gods, quite contrary"
u. "icesBful
administration of that import- - cia and Aranda died a few minutes but disposal
were deserving est and of good habits; must have at
jn, ue uievuu, vuu.c.
In the board of aldermen represent
as "King
on
of
the
back
left
written
a
.
note,
ui cuuiu lu
p. h- of special mention. All the little least an ordinary education and must
after being taken out of the mine.
ing Tammany power, Mr. suuivnn sentence jjuwci
old
an
said:
which
to
envelope,
Indefinitely and subject
be able to write plainly and with reased tQ AIbllquerque to a mMou wlth
commanded respect and everybody
"It is my wish that that my child- g rls In their pretty airy frocks, with
dollies all In white, sang .1 luili-b- onable rapidity.
listened when he took the floor.
their
NO
POSTOFFICES
to
of
ren
Gods
the
Carden
the
be
sentence
should
give
such
Imposed.
Those who can comply with these
Keen stands high in Masonic circles
Not long ago he returned from Hot
that waB charming. Santi Claus
LONGER IN POLITICS. the city of Colorado Springs for park
the Some cases holding to this latter
delegated Adelbert Hyer to be Ms requirements are invited to put in
Springs, Va., where he went with al- view are Com. v. Dowdican's Ball, 115, and has been for years secretary of
purposes."
'
their applications, as there will be at
various New Mexico grand bodies of
hope of regaining his health. But
To carry out his wishes, legal steps assistant at this entertainment and a
Alone to Count Says Hitchcock
Mass. 133 (opinion by Mr. Justice
the Masonic order. Mr. Keen Is a Merit
generous treat consisting of flu.; con least (18,000 enumerators' places to be
though he had picked up some
were
the
taken
about
when
V. State (Mass.) 8 So.
When It Comes to Reappointment
a
ago
Gibson
year
seriGray);
filled by the middle of March In prep
man of integrity, ability and his
strength his condition remained
tract was placed In the hands of three fectionery and apples was enjoyed by
of Men Who Gave Good Service.
9; State v. Crook (N. C.) 29 L. R. staunch friends are found in every
aration for the enumeration beginning
.Mrs.
ous and tor several weeks his den h
Martin
all
Dunning,
present.
V.
D.
Colorado Springs trustees:
ov; neuuer v .aiaie tuniu; i u. n.
loth.
of the southwest. Mr. Keen will
had been almost dally expected.
LeB. Wills and tho teacher. Is one of the best edu- April
v. Court of Sessions, part
A 472;
Washington, D. C, Dec. 24. That. Donaldson, Henry
Application forms, with full InTo his widow will go a considerate 141 N. Y.Forsyth23 I.. R. A. 850. See also take charge of his duties on January
C.
Hall.
The ordinance form- cators In the southwest, being a grad structions
Henry
288,
Is
a.
disposed
the
S.
postofllce
Sulllva:
department
and complete
for milng-ln- ,
decidother
The appointment had been
uate from both the educational and
fortune. Like the
Allen v. State, Mart. & Yerg. 294 and ed
to enforce the merit ally accepting the tract became a law
ot the Uni- Information concerning the test and
upon some time ago but upon re- more strictly
"Little Tim" was counted a rich man.
philosophical
departments
of
2
The
232.
children
v.
Christmas
inThe For
morning.
State Snead,
method' of appointment, can be
inter- Fudts
the New Mexican did not make system in the postal service is the
He had executive contracting
versity of Nebraska. Only the fact the
case just citled Is from the Court quest,announcement
formation that is coming to the ears Mr. Perkins making the gift are: Rob- that she Is one of us gave us this op- secured by writing to the supervisor
at the time.
the
ests and was Interested In a multi- syth
F.
ert
Mass.;
New
Perkins,
York and is pecuof Appeals of
Farmlngham,
district
of members of Congress. The rule
tude of enterprises.
portunity ot securing one of the best of census for the Biipervisor's
liarly persuasive both because of the SMALL HOLDING CLAIMS
that if a postmaster who has served Alice Perkins Hooper, Boston; Edith schools in the territory this winter.
in which the applicant lives. All apand
Perkins
Cunnlnsham
reason
the
Margaret
court
and by
character of
must be
MUST BE FILED. for a term or more wants a reapplications, properly filled-lNEW MEXICO JUDICIAL
Perkins Rice, both of Westwood,
full citation of common law aufiled with the supervisors not later
pointment he will be given it, provid
APPOINTMENTS. of the.
CENSUS OF IRRIGATION
and
Perkins
Russell
Mass.,
and
Mary
of
the
of
in
the
power
support
thority
Applications Must Be Recorded Not ing bis service has been satisfactory
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